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CHESHER GETS MANSLAUGHTER
NELS DARLING SPEAKS
AND DICKENS SECOND DEGREE
AT ROUSING MEETING
CURRY COUNTY FAIR

PRIZE WINNERS AT THE

Following is a Complete List of the Prize and Premium Chautauqua Speaker Addresses Business Men of Clovis at Sentence of Former Can be From One to Ten Yeait and
the Latter From Three to Ninety-Nin- e
Years in
Chamber of Commerce Meeting and Gives Them
Winners at the County Fair, Held October 5 and
the State Penitentiary
Some Good Pointers on Community Building
6. Sports to be Held Later
Nels Darling was here and the
town has been greatly benefited
Not in a religby his coming.
ious sense, but in a get together,
shoulder to- shoulder business
sense. One that has for its object the upbuilding of the town
and community. Mr. Darling,
who is a speaker of national
prominence made an address on
community building Thursday
night and Friday night, but his
talk at the Chamber of Commerce
meeting Saturday night, was
probably the best of all. Darling is not an
teacher or
and his lectures are not
of the dry statistical sort, but of
current topics and being interspersed with jokes makes fiim
one of the most interesting
SDeakers in the country. He is
original and with ample experi
ence in affairs to know exactly
whereof he speaks. In fact the
majority of his illustrations are
from personal experiences.
Darling was persuaded to reond.
HwrepNtakes, Hull
main over another day to speak
Red Malxo Stalk
n. 8. Tripled.
at the
Roach, A. F.. flrut; Hyatt, J. W., to the business men
Hu'eepslnke, Cow
Saturday
of
Commerce
liungate
Mr. third.
Chamber
second;
II. W. Bell.
night A lunch was provided
Horghum Htalks.
IIOHNKH AMI Ml I.K.S.
Curry,
D.. first; Cox, C. C, sec- - and a laree crowd responded to
Hettt Team of MuleH
J. R.. third.
- 8. E. Drown, first; J. M. Heinz, pnd; ' MUchel. Corn
the call. Th speaker centered
Htalks
ttecond.
on how
o.l neti Cecil, first; Cleeman. Hugo, his remarks principally
Khellnnd Tony
second; Hopgood, R. I'., third.
to resurrect the Chamber of
Violet Mosser, first; J. X Dunlup,
Millet
Commerce and to keep it resur
second; Roy Falile, third.
Mott, W. E., first.
rected. He advocated a plan of
Yearling Mule Colt
Head
Kafir
membership,
1).
such as was adopt
Doyle, sec8. 1). Doyle, first; 8.
Engram, J. II., first; Smith, J. A.,
years ago and
ond.
several
ed
here
second; Utile, J. Tl. third,
Two Tear Old Mule
Wheat,
favored the employment of an
J. C. FarrlB, first; Jim lloltlen, second
ripkln. M. 8. first, Knmrndt, Fred outside man for secretary at a
second; Pipkin, 8. W. third.
Two Year Old Home or
salary of not less than $150.00 a
Peck of Rye
II. A. Kanl, first; J. W. Mordecal,
Curry, G. D., first.
month. He would then saddle
second.
Hielta
enough work on the secretary to
Team of Draft Homes
Cawthon, J. W., first.
keep him busy an tne time.
Bryan, first; U. E. llenson,
Reld
CATTf.K.
White Rocks
Grade Hull, Any Age
J. 8. Morgan, tint.
'
,
M. V. I'lgnian, first; PaUlson Bros.,
White Leghorns
Mrs. Bert Tracy, first; Spears, secsecond; R. D. Elder, third.
ond; J. C. Hyatt, third.
HucklinK ('Mir, Judged tin Hive
M. V. l'lgman.
llrown Leghorns
Quality
W. B. Klncher flr; John C. Beals
SutkliiiK Calf, Judged
.Mn. W. B. Mersfelder.
second; W. Kleeman, third.
(trade Durham Cow
Turkeys
M. V. l'lgman, (Irat; M. V. Plgman,
H. F. Snell, first; E. F. Vlers, secuerond; Hugo. Kleeman, third.
ond; H. H. Turner, third.
Ducks.
Registered VenrlliiK Hull
D. Bradshaw first;
Mrs. E. M.
J. D. Fleming.
Chapman, second; Cecil Jones, third.
Any Age
llest Hull, ltelNtei-l- ,
Geese
It. B. Rogers, first; J. D. Fleming,
Mr. Kbiihs, first.
second; K. D. Klder, third.
White Orpington
Rent Yearling Heifer
Mr. Krauss, first.
Hold A Bryan, first; R. D. Elder,
Rhode Island Reds
second and J. D. Fleming, third.
C. A. Bexton, first; C. A. Sexton,
Registered Hereford Cow
V. B. Mersfelder, first; R. B. Ro- second; C. Bray, third.
White Wyandotte
ger, second; W. B. Mersfelder, third.
W. H. McDanlel, first; W. H.
Grade Hereford Cow
second.
C. C. McOee, flrut: D. T. Gentry,
Best Pen of jtiirkens
second; S. I. Pearson, third.
W. H. McDanlels, first.
flrut ; H. W.
W. B. Mersfelder,
Coop of Pigeons
Hell, aecond.
J. R. Ruparde, first.
Jersey Cow, (irade
AGRHTLTl'RK
W. E Mott, first; O. M. Bryan,
Peterlta Head
B. M. Brltendine, third.
While, E. E., first; I'nknown, secHolxtelQ Cow. fJrutle
ond.
Durham Cow, Registered
Kafir Heads
J. D. Fleming, firm; J. D. FlemI'nknown, first, Harris Victor, sec
ing, second.

--

ex-edit-

er

see-on- d;

.

"

i

Watermelon
Curry, J. F., first and second.
Hweet Potatoes
BlanS, 0. W., first; Turner, H. H.,

second.

Jack

Girls Make Hit

Chas. Gamble, first; J. C. Carna-haThe Albuquerque Journal com
second.
second.
menting on the appearance of
Hrood Mare
White Onion
J. L. Bell, first; II. A. Neal, second.
Brown, 8. E first; Hyatt, J. W., Clovis Girls' band at the Albu
tvniplluieutary
Heavy Htalllon,
querque fair says:
second.
W. B. Odell.
Cabbage
"The young ladies from Clo
Hurkllng Horse Colt
No. 319, first; Isler, J. Z., second:
7.. N. Harvey, first; Robert Humvis, with their blue blouses and
Rhodes, J. B. No. 399.
phrey, second.
skirts and red hats and red ties,
Mexican Deans
Hurkllng Mule Colt
formed one of the principal at8.
Grace,
L..
Lewis,
first; I'lerson,
M. A. Tldwell, first; I). P. Whitner,
second.
tractions of the day. and received
second.
Pea
an ovation from the crowded
Yearling Horse Colt
Helnx, J. ., first; No. 606, second.
stands at the park. Not only
W. T. Bnell, first; J. B. Hills, secMuNkmelloii.
ond.
Clack, Mr., second; McDanlels, W. were they good to look upon, but
Hweepstakes, Htnllion
thev also measured up to a high
II.. first.
R. E. Batt.
(ferrot.
standard of musical excellence
HoydHtun, Mtb., first; Hyatt, J. W.,
llest Htalllon

I. .

,

C.

Bradshaw. first;

E. E. Hick-

man, second.
Itest Htalllon, Complimentary
II. 8. Burnham, first; H. 8. Burn-hasecond. ..
HOO PR1ZK WINXKRS
llarred Rocks
Poland China Hows

J.

D.

J.

D.

Fleming. v
Poland China Hoar
Fleming.
Pair of Pigs

, V. Tate.
Duroo Jersey Hoar
J. M. Heln. first; Cash
second; Cash Ramey. third.

Duroc Jersey

and made one of the biggest hits
scored by any attraction that
Bundle of Oat
has yet appeared at the fair."
McUee, M. C, first.
Drooiurorn
The Herald .says:
Albert Tomas, first; Mordeacl, J.
The Clovis Girls' band, one of
V, second; Pipkin, B. M., third.
musical attractions
the
Drooinrorn Head
year, arrived last
this
of
fair
the
Eller Jacob, first; Eller. J. W. secspecial
car. They
a
nisrht
in
S.
W.
Pipkin,
third.
ond;
appearance
at
(Inn
first
made their
No
Davis, C. H. first; Davis, Jno. sec- the state fair this afternoon, at
ond; Davenport, J.W., third.
tracting much attention.
first.

first-clas-

s

1'ederita Htalks

Ramey,

How

W. 0. Bnell.

Iter hmIi Ire How
T. A. Morris.
HweepHtakes Hoar
T. A. Morris.
Hweepstnkes How
T. A. Morris.
POULTRY PRIZK WlXXKHH
Hurley Curry, first; J. W. Cawthon
second; Frank Curry, third.
Illack Minorca
Vlers, first; Hugo Kleeman, second.
Hantains
Mr. Helnx, first; Mr. Collins,

I'nknown, first; Harding, T. C,
Boy Cut With Wire
second; Eller, J. H. third.
Irish Potatoes
Carl, the 15 year old son of
Hellflrst, W. A., first; Craft, P. J. I. T. Moore, who resides one half
second.
mile southeast of Clovis, was
Cucumber ,
Means, A., first; Ulllington, 8. A., seriously injured Tuesday evenRecoil d.

Hquash
liungate, W. W., first No. 267,
second.
Ear of Corn.
Bruner, H. H., first; Roach, A. F.
second; Hngler, R. N., third.
Maine Heads
Isham Tip, first; Cox, C. C, second; Curby Otis, third.
Kafir Htalks
Smith, J. A., first; McDanlels, W.

(Contineed on Editorial Page)

ing when a horse, which he was
riding, became frightened and
dashed into a barbed wire fence
cutting his leg to the bone. He
was unable to become disentangled from the wire until he
fell from the horse and in this
manner his leg was cut in several
places. The wound is such a
bad one that amputation may be
necessary.

v

Among his duties would be to
after worthy charity and
when those seeking financial aid
called on the business man he
couli simply refer him to the
secretary who would investigate
the case and if the cause is
worthy, extend the assistance
through the Chamber of Commerce funds. He would have
the secretary act as advertising
director and when the placard
directory fakir, the cook book
solicitor or other advertising
grafters called on the merchant,
he could, with perfect grace and
ease send him to the secretary
for his approval or disapproval
of the plan as the case may be.
He appealed to the business men
to advertise and support their
home newspapers and to above
all patronize home industry.
The mail order houses came in
for some hot shots and he suggested ways and means to overcome the evil. The
of merchant and farmer was also
touched upon and plans suggested for the unification of tne two.
Those present after hearing the
remarks of Mr. Darling were so
much imbued with the spirit of
commuuity building that it was
no: difficult to induce, them to
talk on the s .bjects outlined.
Some of the best of these talks
were made by Alex Shipley,
Cash Ramey, John Barry, A. W.
Johnson and Chas Dennis.
The Chamber adjourned to
meet again next Monday night,
when a good attendance of business men is expected for the
purpose of organizing a campaign to put Clovis on the map.
be sure and go.

The jury in the Lem Chesher
case returned a verdict Saturday
finding the defendant guilty of
manslaughter and recommended
clemency.
The Chesher case
had occupied the entire attention
of the court from the time it
convened until the verdict was
rendered. The penalty for manslaughter is from one to ten
years in the state penitentiary at
hard labor. The crime for which
Chesher was found guilty was
the killing of Sam Byers in a
Texico saloon last year. The
prosecution alleged that the deinto the
fendant lured
saloon to take a drink and there
took his life. The defendant set
up a claim of self defense alleging that the deceased made a
motion for his hip pocket as if to
draw his gun and that the de
fendant beat him to it. The gun
was not produced in evidence
nor was it clearly established
that the deceased had a gun at
the time. They had some difficulty at Portales previously and
the defendant had heard that
the deceased was looking for
him to kill him. The court will
pronounce sentence Saturday.
Of more interest in Clovis
than the Chesher case was that
of T. M. Dickens, who was tried
for the killing of A. S. Combs.
The crime was committed in
Clovis last summer and the defendant has since been confined
in the county jail in default of
bond awaiting trial. The jury
brought in a verdict Wednesday
finding the defendant guilty of
murder in the second degree.
N. M. Exhibit N.G.
The penalty is from three, years
Alex Shipley, president of the to 99 years. Sentence will prob
Clovis National Bank, returned
from a visit to the expositions District Court Proceedinge
last week and in response to an The mills of the gods grind
inquiry how he liked the New slowly, but the mills of justice
Curry ccunty are turning out
Mexico building at San Diego, in
the cases at a lively clip. With
replied the buildintrwas alright the disposition of the two murder
and attractive, but at that it cases, the court is now finding
stopped. "The displays are a an opportunity to dispose of
discredit and (disgrace to the some of the new criminal cases
state nothing ; particularly to in which the indictments were
attract the attention of the returned at this session. B. F
tourist and not an agricultural Davis, who was charged with
display of any kind." He con- giving liquor to a prisoner in the
sidered that the Curry County county jail, plead guilty Thursfair made a better showing than day and was sentenced to one
the San Diego exhibit, with its year and a day. The Ed Mears
shirt tail full of mineral speci- case for selling liquor without
mens, a few curios and the license, the John Heme case for
pictures of
Governors. selling liquor on election day
Where did that $100,000 appro- and the Sadler case for display,
priation go?
ing a gun, have been continued
until next term. In the case of
Clovis Gets M. E. Conference W. L. Brady charged with perScore another one for Clovis, jury in connection with the
if you please. A message has Heme case, the jury disagreed
been received from Rev. J. H. standing eight for conviction to
Messer that Clovis has been four for acquittal. After being
selected as the meeting place for out all night and day, the jury
the Methodist Conference which was discharged. The case is re
embraces New Mexico and west set for next term.
Texas. It will mean that over
Hung Jury in Brady Case
150 preachers will assemble here
An important case coming up
during the conference meeting
next year. The good news also before this term of the District
comes that Rev. Messer has been court was the perjury charge
against W. L. Brady of Claud.
returned to Clovis.
It was alleged that the defendant perjured himself in his testiPaul Coldren, mayor of
Texas, was in the city mony before the last grand jury,
inasmuch as he had verbally
Sunday and Monday.
look

the

Mule-sho- e,

his-victi-

ably be pronounced on both defendants at the Bame time, after
which an appeal to the supreme
court will be taken. The court
room was crowded during the
trial of Dickens, not so much be-- .
cause of the nature of the crime
or the interest in the fate of
Dickens,
who is practically a

stranger here, but because of
the wide acquaintance and popularity of the deceased. Combs
was employed
as head blacksmith for the Santa Fe and
Dickens was recently employed
as helper. Some difficulty arose
between them regarding their
work and Dickens struck Combs
a violent blow over the head
with a "flattener" or flattening
hammer. He lingered for several days at the Santa Fe hospital
where he died. Dickens stated
to other employes at the time
that the reasom that he struck
Combs was because he had been
called a foul nam?. Liter he
alleged that .Combs first tried to
strike him with a heavy piece of
iron and this was his defense at
the trial. Attorney O. O. A9k- ren assisted district attorney K.
K. Scott and Patton and Bratton
appeared for the defense.
Following are the names of
the jurors in the Chesher case:
H. M. Jones, I. C. Johnson, S.
W. Brooks, John M. Crain, E. C,
Hoffman, Larkin Ford. W. B.
Sledge, Bert McCullough, H. H.
Bostic,

E. E. Bundy,

W. W.

Engram, J. F. Vineyard.
The following composed the
jury in the Dickens case: J. F.
Curry. Seymore Helsey, Grover
Cogdill, W. W. Polk, Jas
t.
C. A. Smith, C. M. Cling-maW. R. Hughes, Darry V.
Winn, J. F. Monday, F. H. Dent
and A. C. Grissnm.
Tor-bet-

n,

stated to officers that he had
procured liquor on election day
and had testified to the contrary
in his testimony before the
grand jury. The case went to
the jury Thursday morning and
have since informed the court
that they were hopelessly unable
to agree,

Pollard Gets Two Years
William J. Pollard, aged 28,
who was arrested charged with
white slavery and who was confined in the county jail until recently when he taken before the
federal court at Santa Fe. When
arraigned before Judge Pope
Thursday he plead guilty and
was sentenced to two years in
the federal penitentiary at Ft
Leven worth,

Tucumcari

Goes, Wet

In one of the warmest prohi
bition ejections ever watred in
New Mexico, the wets won in
the Tucumcari election Wednes
day1 by a majority of only six
votes. Both sides battled to the
last with every ounce of eneriry.

and it was not until the last
votes were counted that there
was any intimation of the result
It was known however, from the
beginning that the forces were
about equally divided and that
it was no "cinch" either way.
The election will b) contested.
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Testifies She Was Restored
to Health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound.

AFFAIR

Parisians Take Interest
gle Only

AT THEIR

IC C0C1T

V

uiili nu

INVENTOR OF SUBMARINE

DEAD

in

Lackawanna, N. Y. "After mj first
child was born 1 felt very miserable and
eouia not iana on
my feet. My sister-in-lawished m to
try Lydla E.
's

Strug

as a Magnificent

w

Spectacle.

r

Pink-barn-

If the war continue (or two yean
Vegetable
England will have to use cargo-ca-r
Compound and my
rylng submarines to Import food from PEN PICTURE OF FRENCH LIFE
nerves became firm,
iuv uuitou omiBB, in me opinion ox
appotiU good, step
Simon Lake, submarine Inventor and
elastic, and I lost
president of the Lake Torpedo com People Make Pilgrimages te
that weak, tired
Points of
pany, Bridgeport, Conn
feeling. That was
Vantage Behind the Lines Where
Captain Lake, whose company la
six years ago and I
Gay Week-EnParties Are
constructing undersea boats for our
have bad three fine
Held
Chatter
Showe
nary, is encouraged In this belief by
For female trousince.
children
healthy
..
Trend of Thought.
w X
trip, on an initial supply
the
ait.
v4TV.
bles I always take Lydia E. Pinkham's
of fuel, made by the G 3 of the United
Vegetable Compound and it works ilk
By GEORGE DUFRE8NE.
States nary.
a charm. Idoallmyownwork."-Mr- s.
(International News Service.)
"The 0-- 3 made that trip at a sped
A. F. Kbeamer, 1574 Electric Avenue,
Paris.
Parisians
have
an
become
of 11 knots an hour," he said, "At
Lackawanna, N. Y.
reduced speed she can cover a greater used to the war that they are now
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
great Interest In It as a magnlfl
taxing
distance.
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
spectacle.
" lie t ween 18 and 24 months from
Dally crowds of
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
now, should the war run that long, the rrencn people and tourists from En.
Died with perfect confidence by women
land
and America make pilgrimages
ships of the Teutonic allies will close
who suffer from displacements, inflanv
points or vantage behind the lines,
maUon.ulceration.tumors.lrregularities,
the seas to surface shipments of food, io
a
I'leiicu
military
uiapectiug
oiucers
iu
iruucii
tupiuitu
oeiiuuu
ana gty week end parties are held.
periodic pains, backache, bearing-dow- n
ammunition and other supplies from
an unbroken line of dead soldier who were killed a tbey fought.
ine following letter cornea from
feeUng,flatulency,lndigestion,dizzIness,
this country to England. You can hotel
near Boulogne-Sur-Mer- ;
Lydia E. Pinkreadily see that some other method of
or nervous prostration.
you would focus the war. or ih.r
If
the fighters say, 'Thank you, miss,' borrowed the salt of bis character ham's Vegetable Compound is the staneblpment will have to be adopted. large part of
.
It
which
la
rnllr.rt
and the base fellows are apt to grouse. from the expanses of the unbarvested
Ana wny not tne ounmarineT Secret stations will be established on the
dard remedy for female ills.
English roast, from which long lines of mines will extend out In parallel mo oase, come to the hotel
The army had thought of killing us sea.
Women who suffer from those disan
ware,
or
in
course from Hen. off. We started a year ago In Seplines. Only the captains of the submarines and the officers at the landing
tressing ills peculiar to their sex should
....
HI
Appetite.
Wanted
,u
i niieiuwn mere la mat nn. tember. They thought about It till
be convinced of the ability of Lydia E.
stations win Know tne location of these mines. Airships will be sent from hotel
"With their noses on the same brass Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to retne snore to watch for hostile submarines and, even should hostile airships tryst, which la, so to say, a universal April and are now gJtng the pace.
a
rail lay two great dogs, a lurcher with store their health by the many genuine
succeea in locating tne submarine freight boats, they would be unable to everyone sort of Charing Cross, where However, they won't kill me In
meet eventually anil in .. hurry. Might a well try to
every air of aristocracy In bis form and truthful testimonials we are condestroy the submarines unless they rose to the surface."
kill
the
ena. u is a vanity fair, perhaps also x. M.
stantly publishing in the newspapers.
C. A., who do a roaring trad In and manner, despite his mixed ancesa slough of despond and delectable
tne same business. We save a trag. try, and a red Irish retriever. One of
If yon want sperlsl advice writ to
mountain, where pilgrim of all types edy a day
Lydla E. Plokham Hedlcine Co. (conffrom bad temper and starva tbe master had come out from hi
and two sexes jostle and nudge, where
THE SPHINX OF ITALY
missing
Lynn, Hats. Tonr letter will
idential)
to
down
hunt
tion and a score from drunkenness. county town
n a nooa or khaki and brassard and
be opened, read and answered by a
uut
ir any or your friends went to kits. Tbe other had left the stock exwoman's uniforms some few civilians send us
woman and held in strict confidence.
something, plump for boxing change to blossom Into a
Slgnor Sidney Sonnino, Italy's
go astray, where the Incoming
wear a red brasand
out
officer
and
gloves
and
punch
balls.
Now
half
wait
minister for foreign affairs, Is known
going nero relaxes for a moment bis a moment while I
Knew His Father.
watch my chauffeur sard.
In the Italian preBs as "the Sphinx."
neroism, where corned r nroda tnmi
A school Inspector asked a class ol
to
shoot
got
Invitation
an
cute
she
you
"'Just
the bread and butter,
He has twice been premier and has
In the ribs, where sentiment turn up
grouse on tbe 'Sth,' said one, and a small children : "If I had three glasses
know and we'll have lunch.
three times declined the honor, he has
uoit eyes at quiet couraae. and whom
neighbor
countered with a quotation of beer on the table, and your father
Idiom of Initial.
boen minister of finance, has served
an me medley of actors, interrnntait in
from his wife' letter, which be took came In and drank one, bow many
In the diplomatic corps at Paris, Vien"The
room
wa
full of people with
their parts by the hoots of stramers.
from his pocket and read. 'If you don't would be left?"
na, Madrid, and has sat in parliament
the burr of hydroplanes and the tramp mazing brassard on their arm, red, com home soon the patch of
'None, sir," answered a very small
14 years.
rf rot
"archea are apt to mis their white, tricolor, and even green, and
will be over, and a our only boy.
With this varied experience in
cues
iu fog of general rumr- - and someone was retelling the standard gardener went off today to make fuses
Uut you don't understand my ques
tory of the newcomer who asked an It' likely to be the
governmental affairs, he was sought
iuci .TiKiuie cnatler.
last you will see. tion," said the Inspector, and he reby the king to guide the cabinet In the
habitue at the base how to go some Besides, your appetite Is wanted Even peated It again.
uuiu anyone tell what am
piece, in wnat country, be was asked where or other. The answer began the village can't eat all the vegetables
crisis brought about by the outbreak
Still the boy gave tbe same reply.
to watch T Wa he 'assisting1 at his glibly in the prevalent Idiom of tnl we plant.'
of war. Sonnino declined, fearing. It
"Ah, my boy," exclaimed the Inspec
tlals- is said, that he would not be able to
mujoBiys, inc coraedie francalae,
"He began to read the next sentence, tor at last. "It Is clear you don't know
empire,
on, i should go to a T. C. O.. but stopped with a jerk, almost with a mental arithmetic."
command the necessary support In
Armageddon T
ror
parliament. He has always declared
Listen
a moment at ranrinm wno win introduce you to the D. A. biisb, and put the letter carefully la
But I know my father," said tbe
io some cnatterlng groups.
D. R. T., who will refer the matter hi
he "belonged neither to the right, nor
pocketbook.
boy, promptly.
"
would'
'Who
to O. H. Q., and then' But this was
have thourhr nr
to the left." meaning that he adopted
"Then came stories of the dogs'
lag you here?'
too much for the questioner.
no policy of open support or opposiIntelligences, and these were lost
rival
Important to Mothers
All the meetings begin like
tion to the government. He is a libExcuse me, he said, I m off to in a see of chatter, of tittle-tattlExamine carefully every bottle ol
that:
the
colonel who hadn't met have a B. and 8.'
CASTOKIA,
m aafe and sure remedy for
eral.
mixed with tbe grimmest anecdotes of
hi friend since Dongola In '84. or
Infants and children, and sea that It
He is an exceedingly cultured
"It be bad gone on thl mission at war In this way.
the
Infant cavalry subaltern who ran Into the moment he would have found two
man, a good classical scholar and a
Bears the
Oh, she's out for the limelight
hi Eton friend
second alaiar no. airmen, with their feet on the brass and other things. Thinks she look
distinguished commentator of Dante.
Signature
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missing
men
at a base office, rail of the American bar. drinking an nice In a nurse's kit.
His knowledge of state affairs Is complete, but he lacks parliamentary ability.
In Use For Over 30 Years.
or the old, old.
of something orange squash and discussing earnestills speeches are cold and uninspiring.
How anyone ever took the Idea Children Cry
for Fletcher's Castoria
ending In Chester who exchanged ly whether It was worse to be shelled
giving that man the Job. heaven
of
questions with a famous ststesman on In the air or the trenches. They deknows. You know what be doe In
Crass Criticism.
the convalescence of their respective cided In favor of the air.
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"Hubby, dear, is my gown comma 11
sons.
' 'I'm fairly terrified at
HIGHLY HONORED WOMAN
shells on the Awful fun It wasl Bils of Deutsches
And Thu They Chatter.
ground,' said one. 'But In the air they flying up the air and they squeaked fautT" asked Mrs. Gadders.
"How do I know?" growled Mr. Gad"The greeting was followed In t t don't seem to matter.'
like rabbits when we eheered.'
For the first time in Its history particular Instance by a flood of auea.
ders. "If you mean Is it the kind of
they diverged to the ob
'From
this
Columbia university conferred the hon tlons and answers.
Like Boy on Holiday.
dress tt ought to be against tbe law
Who have yu tuseness of certain aerial observers
orary degree or
D. on a woman come to see 7 I It the brother
old
soldier who spoke bad the to wear, why, yes."
The
see
or the who had to
a battery from all
recently. She Is Miss Louisa Lee husband who I wounded?
Wbatl angles and make figures of elgbt soft complexion of a boy and the
Schuyler and she was born in New Not both! Impossible!
Be bappy. Una Red Crnm Big Blue;
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mission in the Civil war. Since that
You don't believe ItT Well,
Dear of the observers they were doomed Wbat!
Fame is a bubble, but It Is just as
time she has been prominent In hos- me. Dear me. But If you are going to carry and the shrapnel that was will you bet me a pony to a Over
well to allow aomeone else to blow
pital and poorhouse work and she to be wounded, give me the shoulder. always puncturing their wings but that the Deutsch are not In Calais be- yours
for you.
founded the State Charities Aid asso- All sboulf' i do well.
And 'v'.it misslQg their tank and the ground fog fore tbe end of October? Done with
ciation In 1872. She established the heroes they will be! Why am I here? nd the new German air colossus, tbey you. That's a bet.'
Bellevue Hospital Training school for C h, I'm running a
stall. were quite declited thst the air was
Then It waa dlsslpntlng time, snd
nurses and she bas done much other You know. Coffee and cigarettes and the place of places and their job tbe the greet ladles motored off to thlr
notable philanthropic
work.
Miss bread and butter at
picked job. And tt Is a fact that of new hospitals, and some went to work,
Does your back achs constantly?
Do
Schuyler Is a
of prices. Started with 926 capital tn a all the men of all type who paw and some went to bathe, and some to
you havo sharp twinges when stooping
through thl vanity fair tbe airmen the boat, and some to the front; and
Alexander Hamilton and of Gen. Philip waiting room. "Now built bath
lifting?
or
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you
all
feel
used
upSchuyler of the American revolution. and stalls regardless and feed 'em by are the most distinct In type. The all promised to do all sorts of thlngi
as if you could just go no further i
Although Mtss Schuyler Is no "e hundred. Oh, soldiers, all soldie-- s air has lent them Its peculiar qualities at that vague wonderful and evanee
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picturesque gypsy Is
finding bin road harder
than usual, bis earning
much less, and his camping
ground! more difficult to
obtain. The department of
Justice of the United States,
through its agente. baa
placed a stigma upon the
the
gypsies who travel
highways and byways of
this country. As a race, they have
been charged with having been active
In the
"white slave" trade.
There la direct evidence against some
of the American tribes, showing that
hundreds of the swarthy wanderers
have lured away young white girls
from towns, villages and farms, and
Moreover,
old them Into captivity.
there Is evidence that the gypsies have
old their wives and daughters Into
captivity. Indicating that the morals
of the gypsies are degenerating
American communities which have
become aware of the dangerous white
lave practices of the gypsies are lookfortune-telling- ,
ing upon the
thieving gypsies with more
suspicion than usual at this time.
They are warning young girls to
keep away from the camp where
formerly they went to have their fortunes told, warning householders to
keep gypsy women out of their homes,
and warning constables to keep a
harp look-ou- t
for the men who promise servant girls chances for good
Jobs In the large cities.
The gypsy has thrived for many
years In the United States, where he
His
Ib still somewhat of a curiosity.
glib tongue, bis skill In handling
horses, his persistence and his trickery have enabled him to accumulate
much money, which he stores In
Picturesque, untidy, fortune-tellinbanks.
gypsy women have ably assisted their lords In accumulating
money, tor they have a decided faculty tor coaxing ailver pieces from the
pockets of superstitious women, who
firmly believe the gypsies have the
power of foretelling events
Gypsies have never gone through
the crucible which makes Americans
out of foelgners They have steadily, as a race, refused to become Americans. First and last they are gypsies and highly proud of their Romany
They seldom marry outextraction.
side of their own race, and, with but
few exception, they refuse to Identify
with any nation.
The
themselves
gypsies now traveling the highways
of England may be traveling the New
England States next year; the gypsies
who have made Prance their traveling ground the past decade may make
their camps this summer In Ohio and
Indiana, while the Austrian gypsies
may choose Michigan and Illinois, or
Missouri and Kansas for their next
operations. In whatever country tbey
re found the bablts and customs of
the gypsies are the same.
Gypsies, here today and there tomorrow, have operated In the rural
districts very much In the same manorganizations
ner that the black-banhave operated In New York. Chicago,
Pittsburgh and the coal regions of the
United Stales. In order to make farmers agree to their terms In horse
trades, gypsies have boldly stated
that if their terms are not accepted,
they will burn down barns, poison
tock. or burn haystacks. They have
boldly stated, and they still so state
to dwellers In rural communities, that.
If persons appear against them In
court, the vengeance
the tribe will
be visited upon such persons
There have been farmers who have
defied the threatening gypsies, and
ucb farmrs have had their barns
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The gypsy Is not fond of entertain
ment. lie Is more or less of a grub,
eating, sleeping, and, between times,
plying his crafty trade of trying to get
something for nothing from folk who
have worked honeBtly for their substance.
The gypsy preserves the same living traits which have characterized
him for centuries.
It la commonly
thought the gypsy originated In Egypt
the country from which he gets bis
modern name. Students or the races
have proved In recent years beyond
any question of doubt that the gypsy
Is of Hindu extraction, und that the
Hrst gypsies came into Europe In the
train of Uati Khan, when that follower
of Alexander swamped Russia wllb
his Tartar hordes. The gypsies beur
physical resemblauce to the
Hindus, having dark eyes, bronzed
oomplexlons, black hair and wiry
bodies.
The tricks of the gypsies, wbo have
specialized in playing upon the weaknesses of superstitious folk, have been
banded down for many generations,
and It takes little instruction on the
part of parents to teach their young
the gypsy tricks. Some of the men
are handsome, and some of the young
girls are beautiful, although their
beauty does not last many years.
The gypsies are robuBt, their outdoor life making tbem hardy. The
mother give their babies fairly good
gencare, and the babies thrive as
eral rule. The compulsory education
laws In tbe different states do not
apply to tbe gypsies, for they do not
remain In one place long enough to
In
send their children to school.
hundwork, some of tbe gypsies are
well skilled, the women with tbe
needle, and the men with tinkers'
tools, which they use In repairing
their movable homes As blacksmiths
some of the gypsies are experts, shoeing their own horses and, occasionalbusiness of shoeing
ly, making
farmers' horses
In Europe, tbe gypsy has been persecuted somewhat, especially In
where, for many years he was
held In slavery, being forced lo do tbe
hardest work and to live In almost
naked slovenliness. He has risen out
of that state now, but is still held
down more or less
All gypsies are fortune tellers, and.
over the cards or over palms they rattle off the most arrant "bunk."
The American gypsy, as the gypsies on the other Hide, has no particular tribal food He la perfectly
willing to consume any sort of food
others produce He Is not a particular "feeder." and he eats as many
cold meals as hot meals when be Is
ou the roud. The women are experts
It. roasting or broiling chickens over
open fires, for the gypsy men are
In picking up tempting fowls
they meet along the road.
The gypsy Is a great bread eater,
and he'll stow away a loaf, butteries,
as be drives along the highway Ochkb is
casionally a gypsy fumlly
and which winters In city
tenement houses, will have on tbe
road at camp rather elaborate meals,
such as have been suggested to them
In the teneby their white neighbor
ments.
It will take many years to drive the
thieving trait out of the American
gypsies, who have been particularly
In
free from police Interference.
some sections of the country, gypsies
are still looked upon as kldnspers. and
they are feared by many mothers of
little children. There are case on
record In which gypsle have been
caught with stolen children, but they
are more rare now thau tbey used
to be. as the telephone In rural districts has made the gypsies 'wary of
Being
committing flagrant crimes
nomads and traveling in tbe spring,
summer and fall In districts which are
not well policed. It will be year be
fore I lie thieving traits are subdued
the
In the gypsies. Dealing with
United Stutes government in the matter of trading In young women, however, la likely to prove serious for the
greedy gypsies, for Uncle Sam will
run down the swarthy violators of the
Mann act and not be afraid of tbe
threats of tbe revengeful tribesmen
e

d

horse-tradin-

Tbe great detective had Just
his stirring speech. "Thieve
bad best have a care," he bad said,
"for the Jeweler are now protected
gainst them quite as fully as are the
bankers."
Applause filled tbe room in the
Grand Central pulace, where the member of the American National Retail
Jeweler' association had assembled
tor their annual meeting.
"We now have Just time" began
President Tltiley L. Combs of Omaha,
In
Neb., but he went no further.
piace of tbe watch be hud started to
consult was a void an aching void,
if one might Judge from the expression on Mr. Combs' face. Tbe watch
ran gone.
"Gentlemen," said the president, "if
this is a Juke, one might say It was
a timely one. My watch I gone. A
great detective I here. Perhaps be
can put Into actual operation Borne
Ot the things he ba Just been telling us."
Detective on th Job.
A breathless silence filled the great
room. All eyes were upon the detective.
Quite unabashed by the attention ho
was receiving, he hastily rose from
hi chair. "Let the door be closed,"
be shouted. "Time flies, but not so
this timer.
somewhere In this
"The watch
room. I will personally search everyone present. If there Is anyone who
d
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burned and their cows poisoned and
no gypsies have been sent to Jail for
their crimes. It does not take long
for farmers who have tasted of the
vengeance of the gypsies tbey have
defied to spread the news that the
swarthy tricksters mean what tbey
say when they make threats
The average farmer Is helpless
against fire. and. therefore, the average,
Yankee farmer
meets a gypsy's terms In
horse
trade rather than Incur a greater loss
by having some of his valuable property burned to the ground. Thla may
seem weak on the part of the Yankee farmer, but the farmer knows the
evil-eye-

dark-skinne- d

parasites

Official.

will

not Impose upon him two years In succession, and so he trades a fairly good
horse for a brokendown nag, saves
his' stock and' crops, and takes par
titular pains In the future to dodge
the chicken-stealintribesmen.
While gypsies are too cautious, as
a general rule, to steal horses,
especially In western communities
where men would give them chase,
they handle horses stolen by gangsters In New York, Philadelphia, boston, Chicago, St Louis and other large
cities in which nags disappear mysteriously, of which no trace can ever
be found
It was after the passage of the
Mann act by congress and the breaking up of the methods of. Interstate
traffic In women which brought about
the passage of the law, that the
were haled Into the trade by
clever procurers !n the large cities,
who assured them nf big profits.
Gypsies, as has been said, acknowlIn their religion,
edge no country
which is a religion of hale, they have
no word for God, soul, or heaven.
They have their own king, whom they
elect yearly at a seaport in Spain.
This king Is suppoxed lo be Inducted
Into office by the sacrifice of two white
babies. In recent years, the gypsies
have found it safer to forego the
actual sacrifice of the babies, but yearly two white babies are stolen from
"the enemy," appear at the roronatlon,
and are adopted by the king
Some of the gypsies are men of
magnificent physique, and the battles
fought for the great honor of being
dubbed "king" would make the aver
lee
age censored prize tlg''t appear
child's play
The gypsies traveling the I'nlied
States and now seen camping along
the roads are no better educated than
the gypsies who travel the European
The gypsy literature Is
countries
preserved chiefly by word of mouth,
mothers and fathers teaching their
young the gypsy traditions, and those
traditions are kept as fresh as are
the Mother Goose tales of more enThe gypsy Is not
lightened people
devoted In any way to the arte Ocgreat musician
casionally, however,
arises from the gypsy tribes Occasionally, loo, the gypsies turn out an
Intellectual light such as "Gypsy"
Smith, the evangelist, who is
gpsy. and did not sleep In a
bed until he was twelve years old.
gyp-ale- s

pure-bloo- d
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stantiated.

Tbe new crossing, it appears, bas
been tried out at Slauson Junction,
near Los Angeles, Cel., where the
lines of an electric railroad Intersect
with those ot a steam railroad, and
has stood the test of heavy traffic
.
most successfully.
The device Is the Invention of Los
Angeles engineer.
Its. construction
and operation cannot well be described without the employment of
diagrams and the technical Jargon of

Two Bridges of Different Periods Which Illustrate the Advance wnicn Haa
Been Mad In Railway Bridge Construction.

the engineering world. However,
to the Electrical Railway Journal, "the general principle is that tha
rails which are not in use are depressed by a suitable mechanism,
leaving the through rails at grade so
as to give a continuous bearing surface. The ends of the movable rails
are framed at an angle with each
othor so as to form an interlocking
Joint . . . The cost of manufacturing the section Is only slightly
greater than that of the ordinary one,
the additional expense for most Installations being that represented by th
ooBt of Installing the operating mech-

ence would be almost as noticeable as
that between Stephenson's famous
"Rocket" and tbe new articulated
compound englno of the Brie railroad
which weighs 422H tons. The accompanying photograph shows two railroad bridges which Illustrate two separate periods in bridge construction.
Tho Binaller one was built la 1889, and
tho larger about twenty years later.
If It were not that the former structure was built with nearly twico the
amount of steel actually needed at the
time of Its erection, It would be Incapable of supporting many of the
trains which now run across It.

STOP FOR TRAIN

Device Consists nf Charged Third Rail
About 100 Feet Long, Placed
at Every Block,

Just Like

ThatSo

Easy.

objects be may bring tbe watch to
me and the matter will be considered
a closed incident "
No one stirred.
"Very well, then. I'll proceed with
the searching.
Prom the very first pocket into
which be thrust his trained fingers
came forth a watch.
"Ah, here is a watch,'' said tbe detective, exultantly. "1 scarce expected to meet with success quite as soon.
Here is a watch for you, Mr. Combs,''
be said, and promptly sat down.
"Thanks,' said Mr. Combs, "mine
was only silver, but this gold one will
do."
Find th Watch.
Had tbe situation been less serious
the laugh that followed might have
been more hearty. Hastily the watcb
was returned to It rightful owner.
Then the detective continued his
search.
A moment later a very guilty looking silver watch was extracted from
the waiatcost pocket of one ot tbe
members ot the executive committee.
"This Is your property. Is It not,
Mr. Combs?" demanded the detective,
it was.
"I knew It," said William J. Burns,
"You see. i put It
the detective
there myselt. 1 thought It would be
a good stunt. '
Then tbe meeting proceeded

well-to-d-

The Oollos automatic train stop device consists of a charged third rail,
about 100 feet long, placed at overy
block. Tho energized track comes into
contact with a shoe fastened on the
tender of the engine which Is susceptible to tho slightest influence. If there
Is another train within a radius ot one
mile and a half, If tbero is break in
the track, or anything wrong at all.
warning Is given to the engineer by a
shrill wistle placed near his seat. If
be does not slow down bis train at this
warning, tbe air brakes automatically
set. This air Is applied quickly, but In
way that stops the train gradually.
Asldo from tha fact that the demonstrations already given have proved
the practicability of the device, tho ln
ventnr claims that it Is more economical than automatic Installations made
according to present practice. In addition, It has the advantage of, first,
train control; second, visible and audi-hisignals; third, automatic reccrd to
check the engineer, thereby holding
him to a close observation of signals.
e

SMITH

MAKES

HIS OWN WAY

President of New York Central Lines
Messenger
Started Career
Boy at Fourteen Years.
Alfred II. Smith, a year ago elected
president of tbe New York Central
railroad lines, began bis railroad
career as a messenger boy at the ape
of fourteen. Seeing little hope for
as a clerk be, a few years
later, applied for work on tho outside,
and started all over again, this time as
a section band. He gradually worked
his way upward, learning railroading
In a practical manner, until at twenty-fiv- e
ho was tnado superintendent of
Thirteen
the Kalumaxoo division.
years ago be was transferred to the
New York Central & Hudson River
railway, tho main Vanderbllt property,
acting successively as general superintendent, general manager,
In
and senior
charge of operation, maintenance and
construction.

anism."
Tho following description of the device and summary ot the arguments In
its favor is taken from the Railway
Age Gazette:
"The claims made for this crossing
Include the following: It prevents
shock, which with ordinary crossings
results in noise and In wear on equipment and track work entailing additional maintenance cost. The main
frame or body, when once placed on a
good earth or concrete foundation,
will last Indefinitely, and all parts subject to wear can be replaced without
disturbing the foundation. Tbe rails
used
used may bo of any
In the adjacent track, and they are
subjected only to rolling wear without
hock. The crossing can be operated
from a tower, from a moving train by
electrical contact or by band, air pressure or otherwise. It can be applied
to any angle of Intersection or to combined Intersections of broad and narrow gauge track, or to a three-rai- l
Intersection when both broad and narrow gauge tracks use one of he three
rails in common. The rails cannot be
moved sideways by a force less than
that which would cause the flange to
climb the rail; the rails cannot b
clogged by sninv or Ice or by any material dropped or placed on any part
of tho croriliig; there are no part ot
tho operating mechanism exposed to
view or to the weather, preventing
their being tampored with.'1
cross-sectio-

RAPID GROWTH

FIRE REMOVES

THE STUMPS

Invention of Oregon Man That Does
Thoroughly Systhe Work in
tematic Manner.
A stump burner that w.ll consume
the green and unseasoned wood of

fresh stumps, destroy the woody fiber
just below the surface of the ground
and even convert the larger roots into
ashes haa been put to successful tests
In Oregon.
A hoi-- - is hrRl iorecl Into the Mump

rapidly to eat a hole through the
atump The pipe sec tion is graduaUv
tod into the enlarging mvlty
After
the tire la well marled, the furnace
may be removed, earth banked about
tbe pipe section, and me ftump left tn
Its fnte while the worker proceeds to
kindle the blaze for the next mump
The device Is ihu invention of Snm
uel F Zysnet of Thumbs, tire

Pulled Load
stest
Freight Hundred Years
Trip Ever Made.

rn

Experience often proviri.-mutt rial for innr-tii!- :
inn

n

lo' of
eoi,tr-sa- l

i
'

f

Ago-Fa-

One hundred year ago the first
steam locomotive hauled a load of
freight over rails In England. On the
same day the New York newspapers
told of a tost, after that century, conducted at. Tiinghamton, N. Y., when an
engine pulled 250 loaded crs, welching 21,000 tons.
It was only last November, the 25th,
to be exact, when a special train, consisting ot a locomotive and two cars,
ran frcm Washington to Jersey City,
226 miles, In four hours, the fastest
trip ever made between the two cities.
From a little more than nine thousand miles ot railroad tracks In
America In 1850, thirty year later the
mileage had grown to more than
ninety-threthousand. Twenty years
The Experienced Driver,
after that It bad more than doubled
Experienced auto, drivers make it a the 1S80 figures. In the United States
practice to always look at the gear today there are more than two hunshift lever before cranking a car; also dred and fifty thousand miles of track,
to nolo the position of tbe spark con- tho total mileage being greater than
trol lever. Of course tho experienced that of all Europe and Asia combined,
driver always leaves these In the right with Australia thrown In. One of
position, but he takes ro chances on New York's terminals alone covers In
IETS LAWYERS BATTLE ON anyone havirg changed them. Now Teres almost double the area of London's Waterloo. Paris' St. Lazare,
that most cars are equipped with
Judge Adjourns Court While Attorthere Is cot so much troublo Frankfort's and Dresden's Main sod
neys Fight. Then Resumes Hearing
from cranking with tho gears in mesh the Cologne stations.
of the Cass.
or with the spark advanced, but it also
InJOres the starting device to violate
Fishnet Protect Roofs.
Hammond, inu. A garnishee case these rules, and even with a
The thrifty fishermen who inhabit
encounter
a
fistic
resolved it Belt into
on the car, you should observe the coast of England have discovered
in Judge Relland a court at Indiana them.
a new use for their old fishnets. DurW.
Baric
Harbor recently, wnen U
ing tbe heavy gales which blow in
and .Marcus Herschcovitz, lawyers,
Keep Clutch Leathers Soft.
from the Atlantic during the winter
panned tne lie.
Clutch leathers should be kept soft season the fishermen are In constant
The court refused to call time. In and pliable with castor oil or n
t fear of their
roofs betact. Judge itellaud adjourned court
oil. Do not put oo so much oil ing torn away. To counteract the dis
to give the belligerents all the time that the clutch will slip, and thus astrous effects of the wind old fishnets
tney wanted. They toon ten minutes burn and char the leather. If after are thrown over the roofs und their
ana tnen an armistice was declared applying the oil tho clutch slips, sprin-kl- ends made fust to the stout poles
and Judge tteuand went on with the
a llttl? fuller's earth cn the leath- which project from the eaves or the
triai o, tne case.
er, thus absorbing the surplus oil. This bouses. As the net dries it shrinks,
De
iliougn
as
Dad is cheap an' can be bought tit any and the roof Is held down securely.
Mine loonea
itn J iiearcat
imiuir
drug sti re.
World's Advance.
t.

eats-foo-

;

OF RAILROAD

First Locomotive

r

with an auger and a pipe Inserted in
the hole. A furnace body In the form
horn) wllb open ooilom
of a
and open end is placed against the
stump and covered with earth so as to
be almost RlrtlRht. thus serving to concentrate and localize the heat gener
ated within tbe furnace, which Is
placed over the burning frgots used lo
kindle the fire.
As the fire hums tbe flumes extend
Into th ruger hole, and r.y adjusting
the dumper In the furnace chimney a
draft It produced that nt;. Ihf nr

g

for-eve-

Although the contrast Is not so
striking to the casual observer, tbe
changes in roadways and track structures which have accompanied the
rapid development of larger and heavier locomotives and rolling stock have
been almost as great in the former as
In the latter. It the original railroad
roadbed and trackage were to be compared with those of today, the differ

AUTOMATIC

Rou-mani-

CROSSING

Engineer's Invention Take the Noise
and Jar From Railroad

Convention Is Thrilled by Clever Engineer Have Kept Pace With th
Change That Have Taken Place
Stunt Pulled by Famous
In the Rolling 8tock of
Detective.
the Railroad.

V

TRACK

straw-thatche- d

The Clovis News

Merchants advertise in the
News because its the best advertising medium in eastern New
Mexico. . News Ads pay.

The News Printing Company
Some people will learn that
Publishers. .
taking of human life is not
the
Editor.
Political
CURltEN.
E.
J.
such a trivial affair, no matter
Entered at the post office at what the pretext of defense may
be, or whether the crime is comClovis, N. M. as second class
mitted in "wild and unsubdued"
March
of
act
matter under the
New Mexico.
8. 187!).
HUMS
One Year
Six Months

OFl SUBSCRIPTION
$1-0-

the best exhibits at
the county fair have been sent
to the state fair at Albuquerque,
Some of

8hhnIi
Mitchell, W. W., firm, Cawthon,
Mr., second.
Vlnlnrd.V

ruiiipltlii
J. P., firm; Miller. It. E.

second.

Pltl lT

I'HIZK WIXXKKS
I'lnte if ileN
llowen, H. T., first; Curry, J. H.,
second.

Plate Of rear

Morris. J.
second.

Curry, J. II.

V., firitt;

I'lnte of I'euclieH
('outs, Sid, first; Neal, Dick,

I

WE SHOOT

sec-

ond.
'

Canned 1'enrlien
Unknown, first.

50c where
Flowers
it is confidently believed
that they will attract more than ond.No. 7C3, first; Scotts, Mollle, secWith district court in session ordinary attention. In one thing
DOMKNTIC HCIKNCK
erd two n'.urdrr cases on trial, the people of Curry County feel
Knitted lledspreuil
this has Lem a bu?y week in safe and that is, that while the Grant, EUh. firm.
.
i'roMi Hllteh
other dry farming communities
Clovis
Beats,
Cranier'.i
XtnrKiieret, first;
might arrange a moie tasty or Frunccs, second.'
discovered
has
The department
attractive display or miurht have
Kinhroidorocl CIiIIiIh Dross
the cause of decay in melons in a larger collection of fruits and
Burnett, Mrs. I). I., flrBt; Mrs. I).
transit to mm ket. Its 'Fungus" farm products, they will have E. Berry, second.
l'lllow CuHe
growth or diplodia. Now do you nothing bet'er.
Mrs., first; Calhoun, Mrs.,
Fii'iuu,
know.
second.
The great trouble amonsr
Kiiibrwiilereil Cornet Cover
Twenty-sevegirl babies were American youth is the lack of
Griffin, Mrs., first.
Moiiouruiii
born in Clovis within the past application and thoroughness
Herod, Mrs., first; Bills. Miss Veta,
in
what
they
Any
undertake.
indications
The
months.
three

Aiifhpnfir

KllSinesS

f-Anninp

It

I 10- -

during Prices on All Staples
We endeavor to make Pay Day a golden opportunity
for the housewife, by offering her list of Grocery
'
PRICES
Wants at STOCK-U- P

n

are ti nt we will have a "equally"
winter hereabouts.
The Court records show the
Ingest number of divorce cases
at this term that Curry County
lias ever had. There was a time
vh(n a divorce was considered
a difgrate, but now its as
popular as appendicitis.
Duck shooting is the order of
of the day with local sportsmen

and many of the feathered tribe
are bagged almost daily on the
rain lakes surrounding Clovis
There is probably no section of
the country where wild water
fowls are morp plentiful than
the plains country, when the
migratory birds make their
spring and fall flights.

thing that cannot be learned by

superficial study is given the goby for something less tedious.
Study and hard labor are looked
at from a wrong standpoint; and
as a consequence the clerkship
ranks are full of unemployed
young men, and the professions
are overflowing with mediocrity,
while good mechanics find plenty
of work at living prices. The
evil spoken of is seriously felt.
And those who work at a trade
do it in so loose and careless a
manner that they often are not
competent to do the work they
promised to do.

second.

Kinliroldered Gown
Bills, Miss Veta
Kllet ( nxhi't

Curren, Mrs. Arthur, flrHt;

Mrs., second.
Chorlict Hiik
MiiHon, Mrs., first.
Crochet Collwr I
Simmons, Mrs. D. M., first.
I.lKht Cuke
Gladys Nichols, first; Frances
second.
Dark Cake
Mrs. Brizlndlne, first; Ruth Hyatt,
second.
DouxlinutH
Mrs. O. C. Scott, first.

Wll-holt- e,

first;

Our big sales enable, us to do it. The
Quaker and the Vernon Castle are
among the latest, most pcpu'ar styles.

Ideal Table Peaches, per can
Peaberry Coiree, 5 pounds for
Rio Coffee, 7 pounds for
APPLES, per bushel

2

1.00
1.00

.65

THE MODEL GROCERY
A. B. AUSTIN, Proprietor.

Ml

LADIES
DEPARTMENT
READY-TO-WEA-

R

This stock cf suits, one piece dresses,
coats and skirts, is the most complete
in New Mexico. It has been carefully picked for style, workmanship
and quality. Don't fail to visit this

Department

Osborne & Wright

1

Fone 29

rrw

...Be Sure and See Our Silk Plaid Waists...
Also a fine selection in the Crepe de Chene and the
Middy Shirt Waists. These are all of the latest styles
and are selling them at the very lowest prices! An
inspection of our prices and goods will convince you.
Underwear for the ladies, misses and children.
In connection we have an Art Department carrying
the Royal Society Fancy Work and Floss. Remember our Dressmaking Department in connection.

t

25
121--

M. Sim-

receive new shipments almost daily.

Our new millinery is the talk of the
ladies of the county. We are offering the greatest values in hats this
season ever given by a Clovis dealer.

40

.20

'.

Arthur

We enjoyed a big trade during the fair week. Thanks
to our friends and customers. Although we sold many
of our goods, our stock of new and high class merchandise is by no means exhausted. We continue to

MILLINERY

40

,40

Positively for Spot Cash

o

hey re

40

These Prices Are Good for Ten Days Only

Mrs. C.

mons, second.

I

II

Logan iierries. per gallon can
Apples, per gallon can
Plums, per gallon can
Prunes, per gallon can
Del Monte Preserves
Crjs al White Soap, 7 bars

Dread
Mrs. Jno. Went fall,
J. Quanta, second.

Graham Bread
(ContintedFrom First Page)
Mrs. Shears, first; Mrs.
II., second; McQee, C. C, third.
Curren, second.
KerNliuw
Butter
Turner, II. II., first;
Crowell,
Unknown, first; Mrs. D.

Anna, second.

I'er-slnge- r,

$3 25
Cream of Harvest Flour
20
Swifts Premium Hams, per lb......
Swifts Premium Breakfast Bacon, lb.... .30
1.00
Swifts Jewel Compound, bucket
..... 1.00
Flakewhite, per bucket
1 00
Sugar, 17 pounds
10
Regal Tomatoes, No. 3, per can
3, per can .. .10
Van Camp Hominy,
.40
Peaches, per gallon can
'40
Apricots, per gallon can
.40
Blackberries, per gallon can

Visit Whiting's Variety Store
Plumbing, Repair prompt and
atisfac tory. Phone 72.

OUR
Notice , For Publication
Public Land Sale

YOUR BANK

Office of the Commissioner

of Public Lands
State of New Mexico.
Santa Fe. N. M.. Aug. 11

1915.

Not co la hreby fflven that pirmant to
approved June
provision of an Act of Oongn
2D. lain, tho l.nwn nf the h'tnte of Now Mexico,
ami the rule a
rriculati'ina of the State Land
Ofllre, ihr Cnmmiimlormr nf Public Land will
offer nt nubile mi'e to the hiirlit bidder, at 10
.rlirk a. m.. on Frldny, Octolmr 21Kh, WIS. In
the town of Clovis, Conn y of Curry, Hta'e of
Ni-in front of tho ro irt hmie thorcjn
the full. .win H jcrlK h) tract nf land, vix:
N
?K M. Sc. ft. Two. 1 N., R !W F...
.
:w; All of S. c. :W. Twp.
RK
Sec. 31; S -t
2 Nf H.
Thi ie
-- .umtiilnlntr Utfi.ttR acted.
me n iinprnvemnnta en (hem! land-t- . N- I rid i
l
dollitrnv
nr. thn
will he accepted
mr ucc, which l.t i ht itppn mI
Al-K 12 uf
'fl T
. t S.. If. 3iiK.
The Iniitmvitfnents n thM
contulninir :?2 t
land
of mI'iiVum" .'nlimi ut $7.1.0 t N
hid wi'l Ui art'p'i
for lit than ten ri'dlnrn
vain
nrr, which l tl'c rippi'itlm-l$titi)
I
nn in addition ihrrciu the nurofHf ui
pny
inipntvomontti
bidder miift
at the
f.r the
nirnliM-- vii nr.
See. Ifl. Twp 2 N.. R 3)1 K .
Aluo. W
containing 32 arras. Tne intnvcmenta tin thin
land eimiit
f two frnmu hnuta, sluuthtiT
hui.ne. well, wtndmll).
nnd ft nclntr valuid at
lt',.t..fl. Nn l.f.l w II be arerplnl for Ipnh than
ten d dtam (flOiirt) pur acre, whlrh In the ap-- I
piMitl value thereof, aid In addltl.m thertto
ho It diler must al
pfiy for tSe lmprovementn.
Whirhexiftt on the above described land at the'
apirtit,n! value.
Alao all of aertlon ::6. T'p.AN.. R.
containing 6IOarrua.
The ImprovementH on ihla
land conUt of ftncinir. water tank and plplnir,
vnl'Jtd at liiiO.no.
No hid will be accepted for
loitti than ten dollars Ul'Mhi) per acre, which U
the appriiited value thereof, and In addition
thereto, the bkldttr munt aim pay for the
wh eh exut on the above described
land, at the appra aid value.
The above ulo (if lands will be subject to
the following termi and conditfonii. Via: The
Succeaaful bidder muat pay to the Commiaaioner
of Public I ndn. or Ma airent holdlrv auch atla,
of the price offered by them reeec-tlvel- y
for the la mi; 4 per cent Interest In advance
fur the balance of auch purr hate pricea; the

rr

BANK

Drposit your money with us.
draws interest.

id

safe and

Pay your bills by check. It is 3afe, convenient,
businesslike, and each canceled check is a receipt.
Negotiate your loans from u. Approved security will set you ony amount yon want at
modest interest.

thr'f,

Substantial men own this bank; substantial
men are its depositors; substantial men have
made it what it is and will make it greater.

pr

few for adrertbinff and apprabment and all
In eld en i al
eoau
to
the
aale
herein, and '
each
and
all of
aaid
amnunta muat be denoaited In caah or certified
exchange at the time of aale, and which aald
amounu and all of them are subject to forfeiture

It

This bank wants YOU in the ranks of its substantial friends. It is YOUU bank in theory
make it so in practice.

First National Bank?
to the
bidder

Ft.t.

of Nw
donotxxKut

Mexico If the nuccMcirtil

be
aeparatrly. The Commlloner ft
.
.
...
wilhln thirly l'lll.lie I mnAm- "r Li "Kent
noidinir .ucn "aw.
to them by the
rve. the rlKht to reject any and all hl.li at
!
Kute Land Otnc, aaM eontracta to provl.lo for aale.
under eontracta of aals for th'
th. payment on the balance, of the purchnae alwv.
tract, will be (Wen when 1'
price, of ald trracla of land In thirty, equal la completed,
annual Initallmenta, with Intereat on all defTarred
Wllne.. my hand and th. official neal of tho
paynwnta at th. rate of four per cent per annum Bl.i. I
"mce utia lllh day of Aoiult. 19lf- In advance, payment! and Intoreat due on
Octo.
On... n ber let of each year, and au h other condition.,
Ccnimle.lorer of I'uhlk Lnd
oblhratlima, reeervationa and term, aa may be
1
State of N.w Mexico.
required by law.
Firat Publication Aug. th.
Each of th. tract, aa deecrlbcd herein will Laat
Publication Oct. 2nd.

d.y. after

t contract

"

It haa b en mailed

""..a...

PROFESSIONAL
Fountain of Energy When President
Wilson Opened the Panama-PacifW. A. Gillenvater
Exposition
LAWYER
ic

3E2?

rr

i

rtas

Dr. J. B.Westerfield
Physician .md Surgeon

y

.raf2Sgrffi555It"B

Office in Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postoflice
Office Phone 231
Rf sidence 2C9

'TO

'

1

0

'

r

V

New Mexico.

Clovis.

E. M. Chapman
T

I

DENTIST
Over First Nit ion Vi Dank.
Phono

Kkw Yexico.

Clovis.

s"

Dr. J. R. Haney

i4

Physician & Surgeon

n,i

Office Opposite Postoffice

.in- -

Connecting the Towns

THE

A town without adequate local telephone service is handicapped In the promotion of local commercial and social activities.

The Value In It

Likewise, without Long Distance connections, it suffers a severe handicap la
its commercial and social relations with other communities.

In the very nature of our business, and under our charter obligations, it is the
duty of this company to affor. facilities for Long Distance communication, so
far as our ability may permit.
We must do this, notwithstanding that the towns axe often separated by rugged mountain ranges, and the cost of construction and maintenance is enormous.
And every town connected helps to round out our system, thus adding to the
value of the service.

The Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co.
ST

7L

DR. A.

L DILLON

Clovis will have a street fair
Winter time is here and
d Carnival on Oct. 18, 19 and
problem confronts you.
shoe
f:i; The attractions will be
".rnifihed by S. W. Bundage to Weidman's forfthe shoes
solve the problem.
;.

the

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico.
Clovis.
1--

2

For Sale
Block No. 7 Fairview Heights

Go adjoins

that acres).
1-- f.

of women.

PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

Office 103

Rodes property

(Five

Make me an offer.
Mrs. J. S. Marsh.

PERFECT FIT
That's What We Guar-ante- e
When You Order

amuse and enliven. The parade
brings out the grown-up- s
and
the kiddies, and the former go
to the entertainments for the
pleasure of the latter.
This is all right. If there were
no amusement and entertainment in the world, and all was
work and drudgery, it would be
tiring old place.
But with the amusement there
is a drawback.
What does the
circus take out of a town and
what does it leave? It takes out
perhaps five thousand dollars
and leave five hundred.
How often have we' all heard
the remark after the circus has
gone that business is dull and no
one seems to have any money.
Of course they don't.
They
spent it with the circus. -- Santa
Fe Record.
For a paltry license charge a
show can come to town, stay a
week and gather in all the loose
change and move on. As a re
sult business suffers and the
people who have spent thousands
of dollars to afford permanent
places of amusement bear the
blunt of it They live here, pay
taxas, rents and spend their
money at home and have little
or no protection from the outside grafter. In a well regulated town in Iowa, the city council
allows but one circus to Bhow
there each year.
In other
words, their license is sufficient
to make their frequent appear
ance unprofitable.
The home
show man should be accorded
the same protection as other
business interests, except the
newspapers and job offices.

Made-to-Measu-

re

NEW MEX.

CLOVIS,

Swear in gin

D. D.
thi

of

89.

Arm of Drt. Pnwl.y A Swearlnaln
of RmwM

and Throat and Fitting Glasses
our reputation for square dealing. They all know us.
We want you to list your deeded land and quarters with us.
for 'all kinds of
We also buy, sell and exchange
land. If you want to purchase,
Meats and Produce
we can sell you what you want.
A small commission is all we ask. Phone 123.
Phone 123.
Currem Agency.

Walker's Market

Elks' Carnival
Don't forget the Elks'

ERLE E. FORBES
AUCTIONEER

Carni-

Nothing tuo large or too .mull to mH
t auction. H'tv. your good, ready
for Saturri.iy'l Sal..

val on November 18, 19 and 20th.
On the last date a big Overland
Touring Car will be given away

Arthur

Curren

E.

LAND LAWYER
If you expect difficulty

Card of Thanks

in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a SDecialty. TVo years

We wish to express our sincere

appreciation of the many favors
extended by our friends during
the trying hours caused by the
loss of our little boy.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Mersfelder.

Register of'U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

Notice
Those wishing to errmlov an
experienced Traction Engineer
lor fall threshing let me know
or leave word at my father's
place 1
miles southwest of
Grady, N. M. Can furnish reference if necessary.
Otto Kamradt,
Grady. New Mexico

NEW MEX.

CLOVlS.

to the person holding the proper
number. A $75.00 diamond ring
will be given to the girl who will
assist most in this contest. Girls
desiring to enter the contest
should see E. A. Gurley for
particulars.

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS,

1-- 2

4- -t

25c pd.
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There are times in every woman's life when she
needs a tonic to help her over the hard places.
When that time comes to you, you know what tonic
to take Cardui, the woman's tonic Cardui is composed of purely vegetable ingredients, which act
gently, yet surely, on the weakened womanly organs,
and helps build them back to strength and health.
It has benefited thousands and thousands of weak,
ailing women in its past half century of wonderful
success, and it will do the same for you.
You can't make a mistake in taking

lay and hang of the garments are perfect

Herbert

Edesco Finest
Clothes

Phone

We deal almost exclusively in
will be in Clovis on 15th, ICth,
land. We are the oldest dealers
17th of each month treating
in Clovis in Curry County lands.
Eye, Ear, Nose
Ask anybody about us. About diseases of the

You Need a Tonic

Your new Fall and Winter suit or overcoat will give you greater satisfaction
fit

DENTIST
Office Opposite P. O.

Want to Sell or Buy Land?

piiumuiunnH

Clothes From Us
providing the

They haven't any here and the
that they

To be sure the circus and the Council seems to think
carnival are great fun. They do no need it.

Every business community is entitled to this modern and popular means of
transmitting intelligence.

One six room plastered Bungalow, unfinished room above
12x18, four 4x4 closets, bath
Physician & Surgeon
One half
and electric lights.
Special attention to diseases of furnished, has rented past two
Uie Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat years at $20.00 per month. I am
and Fitting Glasses.
offering this place furnished or
Over Mcin Pharmacy
unfurnished at a bargain the
Offlc Phono 168. Heildenco Pbon i.
next 60 days. See the owner at
'"1.0 VIS,
New Mex 300 North Wallace, one block
east of Clovis school.
Mrs. Ida Nooner.
Carnival Coming

R. R. DUNCAN

I'mintaln of Knenry when th watpr wan relpaxpd by Prenltlint
prcKHlux a biittmi nt Wimliimctoii on tlip oipiiIiik lny of the
I
EiKinltlin at Kan Kranclm'O. TliU
inn Purine International
fouii til n la the work of A. Stirling (.'aider and la between the Tower
.if Jewel anl the main entrance at Bvott street

$15.00 to $45.00

Ml

111
1

Over 500 samples to select from every conceivable weave in all combinations of colors.
and look over the big line.
There's a fashion to please all. Why not call
to-d- ay

Make Your Selection Now

Deliveries Can Be Made Any Time

The Woman's Tonic

Remember Our Clothes Give Greater Satisfaction
f Will Fit Perfectly and WEAR
few

Z2

FOR SALE AT ELDER'S TAILOR SHOP

Miss Amelia Wilson, R. P. D. No. 4, Alma, Ark.,
says: "1 think Cardui is the greatest medicine on earth,
for women. Before 1 began to take Cardui, I was
60 weak and nervous, and had such awful dizzy
spells and a poor appetite. Now I feel as well and
as strong as I ever did, and can eat most anything."
Beein taklnff Cardui todav. Sold by all dealers.

Has Helped Thousands.
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boid 111 Llovu and recommended as the wc rld's best corn remedy ly Southwestern Drug Cd.

and Miars Pharmacy.

And they can't be beat.
When you get 'em right off the
vine.
peaches and plums,
And
the
Come to New Mexico,
mighty
big sums,
Make
Where there is a show.
have plenty to sell,
that
those
For
For men of every walk of life,
preserves
They
make
and jell,
For here he can make,
And for it the children yell,
Perhapa a small stake,
And the old folks like it as well.
And be good alwaya to his wife,
So now then old boys,
But if he is not,
If you want lots of joys.
Nar'y a wife got,
Then he can court the rosy cheek Just come to these wonderful
lands,
girls,
see milk and honey,
You'll
And maybe he can,
lots of money.
see
You'll
they
man,
want
a
If
And see where the fritter tree
Win one of them with golden
stands.
curls.
Yours Truly,
So just come out here,
Harlan E. Locker.
And don't ever fear,
That you'll starve to death or
blow away,
The Lessons of the Fairs
But the wind does blow,
And the water does flow,
(A. M. Hove.)
When the mill runs on a windy
last
The
of the fairs in eastern
day.
New Mexico closed at Roswell
As I look around,
Saturday night Every fair this
In country and town.
fall: Pecos, Artesia, Dexter,
Some most wonderful sights I Clovis, Portales and Roswell
see.
furnished striking evidence that
They're building quite fast. agricultural and live stock con
Hence, changing the past,
ditions are taking a remarkable
And that is what looks good turn for the better. As far as
to me.
live stock is concerned the Ros
And now then just look,
well fair may be classed as the
At those who forsook,
climax for the season.
Their place and said it was no
Farm, orchard and garden
good,
products were shown at these
They're in the cotton belt.
fairs in ample assortment and
Where the heat is sure felt.
most excellent in quality. InBut they'd come back if they dividual exhibits were surpriscould.
ingly varied and of the highest
type. It all went to show how
So now then old man,
You must understand,
well adapted by nature is this
That this is a great country of part of the southwest for grow
ing almost everything from the
ours,
staple cereals to the most dainty
And the people are good,
deciduous fruit and vegetables.
If rightly understood,
For God sends blessings on us The show was a lesson.
in showers.
The real interest, however,
Yes the golden wheat.
centered around the live stock
departments. The visitors had
It is hard to beat,
For big yields per acre is made. the opportunity to see dairy
They plant in the fall,
cows that were omciaiiy tested
They cut stalk and all,
for milk and butter production;
On land where the coyote has the kind everybody had read
stayed.
about and never seen before.
The most notable collection of
The maize it is great,
registered dairy cattle ever
It's crooked and straight.
And with blades that wave in shown in the Southwest were on
exhibition at Roswell with more
the breeze,
than a hundred entries of Jersey,
hogs,
good
is
for
the
It
Holstein, Guernsey, and milking
It makes bread for the dogs.
1 1 was
a
And we eat it too if we please. Shorthorn cattle.

Come to New Mexico
(Written especially for the News
by 'Farmer" Locker)

TKcWoudcr

Car1

Electric Starting and Lighting
The new Maxwell is equipped with the Simint
Huff Electric Starting and Lighting System.
This system is
in one instrument

single unit type, combining
the generator and motor.
It is the simplest, "sure-fire- "
powerful
made and has about one-ha-lf
the wire
of ordinary starters.
self-start-

m

er

We are waiting to talc you for a
test ride in the car that has broken
all low "First-Cost- "
records, and is
breaking all low "After-Cost- "
records.
"OnfhhiMoftairTop

i

DemounfaBle Jfynf

(&i

ectrk&arter
HectricUghti
tidipirfolpiition

roe. oeTaoiT

m J

If

W. Wismiller, Agent, Clovis

Col. Cody's Idea

good laws and moderate bag

lim-

of Newspapers its are well enforced. If these
conditions are not enforced,
"My idea of a newspaper
ducks will last a very few
the
this." said Col. Cody, "print al years.
the news that is fit to print. Be
fearless. I used to have to fight
First Moving Picture
News
the pesky Redskins.
As I am a great lover of the
papers have to fight a bunch of
movies, I would like to know the
white coyotes, who ought to be
ornamenting prison cells. Per
haps you haven t got them in
here, they are everywhere else,
Don c say anything more
than you have to about me.
Everybody knows that I started
fighting Indians in sixty-eigand fought them as long as
there were any to fight. I have
showed to more people than any
six celebrities. I hauled six
crowned monarchs of Europe in
the old stage coach, which is in
the parade."
Col. Cody is in excellent health
and carries his seventy years
ht

lightly.

Duck Season Now OPen
The duck season for New Mex
ico,

under the federal migratory

bird law, opened on October 1st,
and all over the state the hunters

first record of moving pictures.
-- Dr. Whitehill.
The first record of moving pic
tures. Doctor, took place in the
cliff dwellings on the upper Gila
in 45 B. C. Ugg, a cave man
drew a picture of a Gila monster
on a stone and threw it at his
wife who criticised his art
This is positively the first record
of a moving picture. Aunt
Minerva in Silver City Enter
prise.
The campaign song adopted by
Clovis some time ago and intro-tuce- d
to R. E. Putney, of the

Albuquerque Fair Association,
when he visited here, has been
used by him to an advantage in
his fair work. It goes "They
say that Clovis she ain't got no
style, but she's got the style all
the while." Putney has substi
tuted the names of other towns
for that of Clovis.

are oiling up their guns and
getting their shooting kits in
order for the big killing. One
Bargains in Real Estate
good effect of this law has been
I wo choice residence corner
the protection of the waterfowl
of the state and the eliminating lots, close in, nw part of town,
of the deadly practice of spring Price $450.00.
shooting.
Good three room box house,
During the past sum
mer ducks have nested an
West side for $275, part terms.
reared Dig Droocis o I young
Two good quarter sections land
where they formerly were driven at $4 25 per acre.
put and went far north to nest
Good quarter section 5 miles
These locally raised young birds sw of Clovis,
with well, orchard,
make the shooting begin earlier 5 room house and all fenced, $1,
and the increased number of 000.
birds makes the shooting better
37 A. in the edge of Clyde,
throughout the season. For this
Tex.,
Good barns, house, well, or
reason the migratory bird law
chard.
Price $3,5000., to trade
deserves the support of both
1G0 A, in Curry Co.
for
sportsmen and the public.
Many other bargains in City
The laws of New Mexico do
properties
and lands.
not conform to the federal laws,
and in such cases, of course, the
CURREN AGENCY
federal law supersedes the state
law.
Ten splendid steers at my
With proper consideration the place 2 miles north of Havener. '
ducks will last a long, time if 3t- J. A. McCormick.

The Indian corn is good.
'
We use the cobs for wood,
The fodder is a mighty good
thing,
It will fatten the calf.
And will make the cow laugh,
And joy to the farmer's heart
will bring.

'

And the kaffir corn is,
A mighty good biz- To engage in the raising of it,
For the heads are great,
A sticking up straight,
No other grain has beat it yet.
Next comes the cane,
A mighty sweet strain,
And out of it molasses are made.
And of all the sopping.
And licking and lopping,
Takes place at the mill in the
glade.
To raise sudan hay,
Will certainly pay,
To sow in rows or sow it broad
cast.
It will do mighty well,
And it is good to sell,
But we didn't know it in the

past

Next comes the millett,
But many don't know it,
That it pays to raise some of it
too,

It's
It's

good for the steed.
good for chicken feed.

lesson.

The b:ef cattle division of the
fairs was just as interesting with
plenty of registered Durham,
Hereford, and Angus cattle enMany of them were
tered.
grown in this section and fully
The growing of
acclimated.
registered stock is just beginning. The fairs taught the
lesson that this section is especially adapted for this line of
business. The cattlemen are
learning the lesson of growing
better cattle and now buy
registered males to head their
herds.
The hog house in the fairs
was well filled with fine samples
Berkshire, Po
of
Hampshire and
land China,
other standard breeds of hogs.
They attracted fully as much at
tention as the cattle. The hog
is a mortgage lifter when raised
on alfalfa and kaffir corn.
The horse, sheep and poultry
exhibits rounded out the very
complete live stock shows. The
advance i s patent enough.
Twenty years ago such animals
would have been extreme curiosities. In those palmy days of
free grass and no feed, the man
that dared ship in a car of good
stock was considered eccentric
Duroc-Jerse-

Yes stock that wont eat it are at best
The fairs this fall have taught
few.
the
lesson of better stock, of
And fetireta too,
care for stock summer
better
Will certainly do.
winter,
and closer attention
and
For the miller to mix with the
growing
to
a diversity of crops
flour.
on the rarm to be consumed by
It's considered no cheat,
good cows and hogs.
cheaper
wheat,'
For

it's

TREES

TREES!

t

TREES

!

If vou want home crown trees that are healthy and
propagated from varieties that have been tested and do best
in the west, it will pay you to investigate all that to have

nurseries on the plains. Plainview Nursery will pay $5.00
a day and expenses to anyone who will investigate of they
do not find that we have the largest and best stock of home
grown trees anywhere in Texas west of Fort Worth or in
New Mexico. We are practically the only institution that
has a stock of fruit trees ready for the market. For your
good and ours too. we solicit your investigation.

NURSERY

PLAINVIEW

Tahoka. Texas.

J. E. Porter, Agent.

PHONE 277
for estimates on Painting and
Paper Hanging. All kinds of inside work. We also
Paint Automobiles, and do Furniture Repairing.

A. L. Searsy & Company.

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AND TRANSI KR LJ NE
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
112

First Class Work.
South Main St

2

U-R-N-

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

Union Barber Shop

EXT

R.H.SNELINGS,

Proprietor.

Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!

Ottawa Star Nurseries

The Sanitary
Barber Shop
Shornrtt

A

All kinds of Trees Shrubbery and Flowers.

-

"Safety Last"
Leave the safety razor
alone and don't irritate
and torture your skin.

F. M. MOORE

Local solicitors.

The Old Reliable Shop
in charge of first class
workmen.

nsflsnsnDHnBsU
DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon
Phone

:

years experience.

38

W. P. MOORE

Prnpt.

Cunningham,

Clovis, N. M.

1G.
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than

And hoecakes that it makes
will not sour.
For Sale
Cantaloupes will grow,
150 or less high grade cows.
In New Mexico,
Will sell on long time terms.
With Richards & Pringle's Famous Minstrels
And watermelons too, do fine.
Pay for them with calf increase.
They're juicy and sweet.
LYCEUM THEATER, TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19,
St pd.
J. C. Anderson.

CLARENCE POWELL
1915
1

;cal and Personal
J. Spurlin was in. from his

Mr. and Mrs. Huff, of Okla
As we go to press the R. N- homa, father and mother of Williams bribery case is on trial.
Glenn Huff, are visiting here.
All the pettit j urymen have been

Champ Clark Here

Bert Curless is in Albuquerque discharged except those selected
this week looking aferthe Curry jn this case.
County exhibit at the state fair.
W, B. Mersfelder is erecting a
girls' band returned this
arge
barn on his ranch north of
you
good
If
want
servicable
ning from the Albuquerque
shoes that fit, wear and please Texico, which he recently stocked with high grade Hereford
ou, get them at Weidman's
ira. M. Wallace, of Amarillo,
cattle,
A raid by officer Sadler on one
Jiere visiting her parents, Mr.
V. J. Hiveley, an experienced
of the Clovis hotels stirred up
d Mrs. Smith.
plumber,
of Pittsburg, Kansas,
quite a little comment in the city
rs. N. A. Nicholas, who has Wednesday.
hai located in Clovis and has
seriously ill with typhoid
secured a location in the Brown
Miss Ella Curren, went to building on West Grand Avenue.
Jen is improving.
Fort Sumner Tuesday to take
iW. H. Blankenship, of east
Mrs. A. E. Black, of Kelly,
testimony for the land office in a
N. M. was in the city Monday in
contest
case.
le view of locating here.
company with her niece Mrs.
Perry Keown. who has been Hendrix, of Farwell. Mrs.
Buy r lot rsheim shoes and you
ill be always satisfied. They in the hospital and who under- Black formerly resided in Clovis
went a minor operation, is able and has a host of friends here.
kn be had at Weidman's.
to be out again.
Dr. Sylvester G. Von Almen,
The Brundage Carnival shows
Lee Singleton, the foreman on was in the city 'the first of the
fill be here for three days next
reek. They are now at the the News, left Wednesday for a week appearing in court as a
two months' visit to his old home witness in the Dickens murder
state fair, '
in Kentucky. He may remain case.
Dr. Von Almen is now
Mrs. J. A. James, of Battle
for the winter.
practicing
in Albuquerque and is
there
Creek, Michigan, stopped off.
in great doing well.
be
will
Spring
friers
Vednesday to visit her uncle
V. M. Page,
while en route demand here next year. One
Robert S. Overton, a brother-in-lMethodist
fifty
and
hundred
Diego
exposition
v nf J. D. Hamlin, dlfd at
from the San
preachers are coming.
Min-r- hl
Ito her home.
Wells, Texas, recently
and his body was brought to
r'arwell and buried Thursday of
last wee!:. He was a traveling
man and was G3 years of age.
C. V. Steed had charge of the
burial services.
The world's greatest Clairvoyant has arrived in the city and
T. J. Ferguson family and
is located at the address given below.
sister, Miss Amanda Ferguson,
left Monday for Englewood.
Tennessee, after a residence of
about seven years in Curry
County. Mr. Ferguson recently
marry,
Positively guarantees to tell who and when you will
sold
emedy.
his farm near Blacktower to
all about your secret tioubles, the cause and the
and has since sold
Adams
Jim
all
affairs
on
guesses,
Gives infallible advice and facts, not
household goods.
and
stock
guarantee
his
solemn
gives
a
of life. MADAM DE LORANCE
They have made a host of warm
agreement to help you, even in the most difficult cases.
advance,
friends during their residence
Also locates hidden treasures. You par nothing in
which join the News in
help
here
and
no fee accepted unless you get the truth, relief
wishing
'
them a happy home and
you desire.
unbounded prosperity in sunny
Tennessee.

h northwest of

Clovis

Satur-?h- e

t-- f.

t--

ft

The World's Greatest Clairvoyant

MADAM DE LORANCE

Hotel Commercial
Hours, 9 a.

m.

to

7 p. m.

- -

STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Night Phone

Day Phone 14.

38.

Magic City Furniture and

Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Win Bursum Cup

Embalmers and Funeral Directors

It took two Clovis men to win
the Bursum cup for the best
score made by two men in the
rifle shooting, contest at Albuquerque this week. Shooters
were there from all over the
state.. C. R. Madson and Capt.
F. C. Blumlein carried off the
honors and the cup.
Hobart
Miller and Gus Pyetzki by their
expert shootin? won a place on
he stLte r'fl
tonm
etit to
Pensacoia, Fi t., tr.U
c k.
They are novv p irti :,,d nj in
he biir national hoot.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

I3BSSEEB3HEB!

...THE TEXAS STATE FAIR...
DALLAS. TEXAS. TUB OCCASION,
$16 50 THK ROUND TRIP RATK
OCTOBER 15th TO 80ih THE IMTE3
THE SANTA FE THE WAY

I

..L. R. CONARTY..

32

--

Ladies Band ta Fair

- AGENT

band ! f t for
Crofts
Telephone 156
Clovis, New Mexico
Albuquerque Mondiv to p'av at
the state fair. Thi i the oniy
The best shoes in Clovis are
C. B. Clegjr was in from his
exclusive ladies band in the
f
found
at Weidman's,
Saturday.
House
southwest and they are expected ranch near
to make a decide "hit" in
Notice for Publication.
Clovis is justly proud
Interior. U S land oHlce t
of them and the entire sta'e w II DepartmentN. ofM..theSept.
th. J15.
Sumner.
ft
be proud of them after they see Nolle li hereby "Wen that Elmer F. Chandler ?
N. M. who on March Srd. 1910
and hear them at the fair. The Havener. Homeeteed
8m.
Entry NoOTOD NE
Original
twenty-fivcomposed
8apL 7th.
is
of
band
28. T. 4 N. R S4 E..N. M. P.M. and on
We want your farm
Entrr. No.
members, all young and good It'll mad Additional Homeaiead
Section II. Towmhlpe N. Ran
for SE
Can handle
loans.
looking.
to
S4 E. N. M. P.M. ha filed nolle of Intention
Bhort noon
them
claim
to
aatabllah
proof
to
year
malt final flv
C. E. Dennis returned Friday th land abov deacrlbed before W. J. Curren.
tice.
Commlnloner In hie office at
morning from Albuquerque and United State Mexico
on the 16th day of
Clovli. New
See us at once!
Santa Fe. He savs that the 1915.
wltneanee:
namr
Claimant
the
Curry County exhibit 'at
Jacob P. Rlrhart. Cluvta. N. M.. Will E. Mllee.
The
fair is good but that Roose-v- e Havener.
state
N. M., Chrinttipher M. I'utman. Clovl.
Th best ladies and childrens
get
undoubtedly
County
will
M
Co.
N.
Mortgage
lluvimer.
t
Union
N M. Ji.hn H. JuhtiHon,
shops are always to be found at the priz'i for the best exhibit of
IS.
S,
(jljtjl.la.jlje.iljlj.jejeje.jljljejljs
A, J. Evuna,
any county in. the state.
Weidman's.
t--

CLOVIS

G,V.

Chemp Clark, speaker of the
National House of Representatives and one of the stronir
presidential possibilities at the
last election, wa9 in Clovis be
tween trains this morninsr and
took breakfast at the Harvey
House.
He was on his way to
Roswell where he will speak this
evening or tomorrow. Fie made
an address last night at Amarillo
where he was the guest of the
city. The News editor was the
original Champ Clark booster in
New Mexico and was the first in
the Sunshine state 10 launch the
Clark boom for president.

t--
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FREE STREET FAIR AND FALL
CARNIVAL

Ending Wednesday
Days Monday 1
Only October J-- j Midnight October
NO DIVIDING

Big State Fair
Coming in It's Own Special Train Direct from New Mexico's

NOTHING OMITTED

ALL COMING TO CLOVIS

THE S. W. BRUNDAGE SHOWS
.

FIELD OF MIRTH FREE ON, THE STREETS

EWORLD OF WONDERS-- A

ofMusic-- 3

3Bands

JL

Shows

Plants-2- 0

Something Doing All the Time from 12 Noon Til 12 Mid- Midway a Blaze of Light and Rollicking in Whole- IS
the Motordome-St- ay
the Ferris Wheel-S- ee
some Frolic-Ri- de
iircus-Drm- ff
Jncr
me
c
ronv
unes
th
and
vs
iViM
w
"w
jLaickjee
tt

There
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Electric Light
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No Confetti, Whips,

on

Slapper., Tin Horns, Rubber Ball, or other Instruments of Torture, sold or allowed

ur Midway- - VOU'KE
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"SAFETY ZONK" WHEN YOU VISIT US.
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old man Kebr."

The Goddess
By CHARLES GODDARD and

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS
Novaliied from the Pboto Play of the

him

good-ntgh-

by tbe

produced

nam

Vitagraph Company
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psychologist,
Rtlllltrr,
nfinurHari'lay,
millionaire,
plan

and
to
i.
world Ilia gospel uf
v through a young
and beautiful
woman wliu hIhiII believe that he la a
messenger. They klilnup the
.ruLmed llltlc Ameshury Kir, pluymate
itf Tommy tficele, anil conceal tier In a
cawrn. In cure of a woman, to be molded
In t h- ir iiIiiii nil lie Krows up. Fifteen
years elapse Tuimny Ih adopted by Uar-ili- .t
hut lows hm heirship and on a
hunting trip discovers l.'elestla. Htlllltcr
takes relesiia to New York. Tommy folaway from both of them,
lows, sinand her real work bcalns. At Hart-lays- '
Invitation flip meets a tloien of the business baions who are converted to tier
new knpicI. Hhe attends a hall and makes
an Impression on the society
world.
Tommy
Tommy Joins the lubor runks.
a
tn
wife
the
of
modern
JoS"h
flays
and la rescued from a lynching
relcstlii, who under Rtllllter's
farty by refuses
to speak to him.
I

Goidmi

preach tu

tin- -

TENTH

INSTALLMENT

CHAPTER XIV.
Although Kelir had been Instructed
to give Celestiu every chance to sett)
the strike, and to hinder her in nothing, he was still determined to br'iig
about his own kind of a settlement if
possible.
and natro, he
was nevertheless a man with beliefs
and principles for which he was not
only willing to sacrifice b4 fortune,
but bis life if necessary. To Kehr a
man who agreed to work Certain hours
for certain wages and Jien went back
on bis agreement
no more to be
coiiatdtre! or lrired with than a mad
dog
Conditions at Bitumen had come to
such a pass that Kehr could see no
possibility of compromise.' The coun
try was suffering from what amounted
to a coal famine, and the fault lay, so
Kehr honestly felt, with a group of
animals who didn't know
enough to come in out of the rain.
He bad goaded the strike leaders
until they were ready to order an
attack on his stockade, and be was
grimly ready and even eager for that
attack to begin. Tommy bad thwarted
him once. Now they had sent Celestla
to thwart him again.
Still be received her with politeness,
an J old her that be was glad she bad
come.
"I'm glad you've come, young lady,
because I know your theories, and I'm
glad to have the chance of showing
you how Impractical they are in the
face of an actual condition. You want
labor and capital to be friends and to
work hand in band. Can a gunman be
friends with a bishop?"
r "Why
yes," said Celestla. "when
Ibey get so they understand each other.
But day will come when there won't
be any gunmen."
"jor any walking delegates, nor any
tools who spend more than they can
earn and then begin to holler murder
end" set off dynamite.
Now you Just,
alt down in that chair, and I'll tell you
in a nutshell the history of the last
few years that has led up to the present situation. To begin with I was
a day laborer myself In these coal
Close-liste-

wj

fields"

Celestla raised her band in protest.
"Don't tell me your side of the quarrel," she said; "tell me theirs. When
your heart is very hard against a man,
the best way to soften it Is to say all
the favorable things you can think of
about him. I'd like you to tell me all
the good things you can think of about
Ounsdorf and'Uten I shall go to him
and ask him to tell me all the good
things be can think of about you."
"From neither of us," said Kehr
grimly, "will you hear any good of the
other."
"Then," said Celestla, smiling gently; "I shall have to do the talking for
you both."
"You can change me into a breakfast food as easily as you can change
Ounsdorf into a human being."
"Borne day you and Gunsdorf will
shake hands and you'll both admit that
you were both wrong.'1
"You admit that be's wrong?"
"Yes, Mr. Kehr, and you too."
She rose and smiled upon him.
"1 am to come and go as I please?"
"If you go among those devils over
.here in the town 1 won't be responsible for the consequences."
"But I've boon among them already.
They wer going to hang a man, but
(bey listened to reason."
"What man?"
A vision of Mrs. Gunsdorf s face
floated through Celestia's mind, and
caused her eyes to narrow a little and
look quite stony.
"A man of no Importance," she said
lightly. "Hut I shan't go back to the
town tonlpht. What Is the password?"
He told her.
"I shall talk w ith some of your men
tonight.' And tomorrow I hope you
will bave a change of heart."
She smiled so sweetly at blm that
his crabbed old heart actually wanned
toward her, and then she set out alone
darkness to exin the electric-lighteplore the strong plate which capital
bf d set up against rebellious labor.
CHAPTER XV.
Kehr must have had

military

an-

cestor from whom he had Inherited a
talent for making defensive warfare as

Btr

"How would be make It aX blow
up?" asked Celestla.
"By electricity. He'd bave a awitcb
somewhere that connected up all the
detonators In the grove."
"What la a switch?"
The sentry explained as well as he
could, and after wishing him
Celestla went slowly away,
deeply pondering.
While she pondered on this, she
beard herself sharply challenged, and
found herself face to face with a
man wbo stood with his
back to a sheet-irodoor in the side
of a small aheet-lrohouse, that bad
no wlndowa.
Celestla gave the word for the night
and asked the man what he was guarding.
He shook his head.
"But I want to go In and aee for
myself." said Celestla.
"Mr. Kehr
told me that I could go wherever
liked."
"Door locked," said the man simply, "and Mr. Kehr don't want anyone
fooling round this building."
"Haven't you got the key?"
His eyes were beginning to feel the
uiaglc of ber eyes, and bis ears of her
black-bearde-
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nasty aa possible. From the outside
his stockade surrounding several acres
of ground presented no great obstacle
to an attack in force. It was not as
high aa it might have been, nor aa
thick or atrong. The topa of the logs
of which it bad been built were not
even pointed. It did not seem to have
been pierced with a sufficiency of boles
for rifles. Indeed Mr. Kehr's stockade
was not so much a defense as a temp
tatlon. His real defenses begun Just
Inside. For twenty feet the ground
was pitted like a sieve, In each pit a
pointed stake had been planted, upright. Within this ring of mischance
were vicious entanglements of barbed
wire.
In Mr. Kehr'i plan of defense the
Blockade would be surrendered after a
mere bIiow of resistance, the strikers
swarming over the top would become
entangled among the staked pits and
the barbed wire like flies in a spider's
web', and then Kebr could make them
sorry that they had ever been born. He
had two machine guns placed ou an
eminence from which they could sweep
the whole Inner ring of the stockade.
He had plenty of rifles, plenty of ammunition, and what was more important he bad plenty of men who could
be relied on to shoot down their fellow men.
If by any chance the stockade and
the entanglements were carried, the
assailants would be confronted by an
Inner stockade, higher and stronger,
built around a spring and well stocked
n:Itb provisions. But the attack, Kebr
felt, If It ever did come to a head
would end bloodily and inglorlously
in the barbed wire.
Four feet from the top of the main
stockade on the inner side was a shelf-likwalk of heavy planks from which
sentrlea could look out upon the world
beyond.
CeleBtia'a first act of exploration was
to climb a ladder which gave access
to this narrow way and start along it.
Almost Instantly the white apparition
was challenged by a sentry.
Celestla gave the password and
made the man tell ber what his boura
and duttea were.
"Do you really mean," she said, "that
if you saw a man out there, and asked
him bis business, and got no answer,
that you would try to shoot blm?"
"If I saw him In this light," said the
sentinel, "he'd be so near that I
wouldn't bave to try. I couldn't miss
him."
"And he might be a deaf man wbo
didn't bear your challenge. I don't
think you'd shoot him, would yon?
Wouldn't you just shoot somewhere
near him to frighten him?"
She looked the man steadily in the
face.
"Wouldn't you?"
"I got no business talking to anyone
when I'm on duty."
w.
"Wouldn't you?"
The man made a snuffling noise.
"If I hear you fire," said Celestla, "I
shall know that you didn't shoot to
kill', shan't I?"
The sentry, an alert young fellow to
begin with, seemed now to bave fallen
Into a kind of trance.
"I guess," he said, "I'd do anything
you said If you looked at me while you
said it."
Celestla smiled and passed on. She
mads the whole tour of the stockade,
Instilling merciful feelings into the
heart of each sentry she met. At last.
Just as the moon was rising and flooding the world with light, she came
back to the first sentry. It was easy
to see that he was glad she bad come
back. He drew a long breath and bis
eyes brightened.
"Why," she asked, "have almost all
the trees been rut down?"
"So's we can see the strikers a long
way before they get to us."
"Then why have they left that one
big grove so near the stockade? They
could take shelter In that, and U they
had a small cannon"
"But they haven't."
"They ought to have, oughtn't ttey?
If it's to be a fair fight. Hut thwe
won't be any fight, will there? Still
you haven't told me why all the trees
have been cut down except that one
grove see, it's got a fine old stone
wall around It. If I were the captain
"
of the strike
"It was left standing especial," said
the sentry "by Mr. Kehr's orders.
And he knows why It's been left, even
If nobody else does. I'm dead certain
of one thing. Anybody who thinks
he's safe in that grove will be making
a grent big mistake."
A
"But why?
bullet can't go
through a stone wall or a big tree."
"Do you know what a blast Is?"
"I think so."
"Well, suppose the strikers occupied
that grove in numbers and began to
fire on us. Suppose Just then every
tree in the grove blew to pieces and
fell on 'em. and the stone wall sailed
up in tlio air and fell on em, and the
earth they stood on opened up and
swallowed 'cm. and shut its mouth
on 'em afterward and wouldn't let 'em
out?"
"Is that whnt It's for?"
"I don't know, ma'am. You asked
me what it's for, and I don't know.
I'm only telling you what it might be
e

"

1

voice.

"I have not."
"But you know where It la?"
"What If I do?"
"Why, you'd tell me. and I could get
It and open this door."
The man tried to laugh roughly and
failed.
"Where Is It?" ahe asked.
There waa a short battle or eyes,
and Celestla as usual conquered.
"Mr. Kehr said you could go where
you liked V
Celestla simply nodded and continued to look the man In the eyes. He
hesitated a moment, and then leaned
over and lifted a large, flat atone. Under the stone a bright nickel-platekey shone In the moonlight.
"Thank you," said Celestla. And
she took the key and opened the iron
door of the Iron house and went In.
"For God's sake." said tbe man, all
trembling now at what he had done;
"don't touch anything. Only look!"
"Then," said Celestla, "come and
show me what there Is to see. It's
all dark In here."
The man followed her hastily Into
the building and struck a match.
"That there!" he said In a whisper;
"that there switch. That's all there Is
to see. Now come out. Please do."
The match had gone out. Celestla
followed the sentry Into the opeji air,
and while he relocked the door, and
rehld the key, she thanked htm very
graciously, aa if he had done ber some
small gracious favor. Well, ahe had
seen tbe switch and Just before tbe
match went out, she had read tbeae
words painted on a rectangle of white
cardboard:
"Don't touch. Dynamite!"
"And what," she said sweetly, "are
your orders about that switch? What
will be the occasion of setting off the
dynamite?"
The sentry affected not to hear.
"You have to tell me," said Celestla,
After a moment's silence, be tald!
"I'm only to close the circuit oa a
direct order from Mr. Kehr. I don't

sever slept In times of dagger, went
on a midnight tour of inspection, and
made certain discoveries which filled
Tbe
blm with anger and anxiety.
very first sentry whom be talked to
made a damaging confession.
"Seen nothing tonight?" Kehr asked.
"Only the lady, air."
"What lady?"
"The lady In white."
"Oh!"
"Yes, sir."
Tbe sentry gave the appearance of
one who wishes to speak, but is afraid.
"Well, what is it?"
"After talking with her, sir, I think
My orders is
I ought to be relieved.
to shoot to kill. After talking with
ber, sir, I couldn't do it."
"You wouldn't obey my orders?"
"I couldn't, sir."
"When you have been relieved, you
will report at the guard house. You
are a prisoner."
"Yes, sir."
Kehr returned to his headquarters
and gave orders that all the men then
on sentry duty should be relieved, and
sent to him. From all he obtained
similar confessions to that made by
the first sentry. One by one he Interviewed every man in his command,
and found, to his great relief, that only
those on duty at the time when Celestla had made her tour of Inspection
had been tampered wttb. These be
had locked up.
Early the next morning Gunsdorf,
Carson, Cracowlti and Tommy Barclay arrived before the gate of the
stockade under the protection of a
white flag, and were admitted presently, after being blindfolded, to a
parley with Kehr.
explained,
"Barclay."
Gunsdorf
He
"comes on a private matter.
wants to thank the lady who saved
If that Isn't poshis life yesterday.
sible he wishes permission to go
go back to his friends In town."
"You others have come on business.
Well, I'll listen to you once more If
I ran. Barclay may see the lady."
Tommy was. blindfolded once more,
and escorted to Celestia's bouse. He
waa pushed In, told to take off the
bandage over bis eyes, and beard
the door lock behind him.
He found himself In a plain little
sitting room about twelve feet square.
Two doors opened from It, but both
at the moment were closed. Of Celestla there was neither sight nor sound.
Tommy seated himself In a plain
deal chair, and watted. Half an hour
passed. Then he began to call to her.
at first softly and then more loudly:
"Oelestla oh Celestla where are
you? It's Tommy."
Presently be heard himself an
swered in a sleepy voice.
"What la It? I've just waked up."
"Don't trouble then later will do.
I came to thank you for yesterday,
and to ask why you wouldn't speak to
I bad to
me. I couldn't sleep.
come."
"I'll come In a little while." said
Celestla. "Do you mind waiting?"
After what seemed an eternity to
Tommy she came.
"Ob, Celestla.' be said, "you hurt
me so. Why wouldn't you speak to
ma?"
"I don't quite know," she said hesiOnly I
tatingly, "but I will now.
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know wby I'm to close It. Or what
will happen If I do."
"When you do." said Celestla, "lots
of poor wives will be left without husbands, and lots of poor babies will be
left without fathers."
The sentry shuddered.
"So you won't obey that order, will
you?"
"An order Is an order, ma'am."
"1 am giving you an order."
"I take my order from Mr. Kehr."
"The order I am giving you Is from
God. Look at me."
He looked at her, and after a time,
whether the order came to him from
God or not, .he knew that be must
obey It.
Celestla strolled away In the moonlight. "Boon." she thought, "I shall
have arranged there shall be no defense; I must also arrange that there
shall be no attack. No wonder they
Bent me so many human beings don't
seem to be human."
CHAPTER XVI.

Ara

don't want to be thanked. I want to
forget all about that. We can talk
as we go. I am going to talk to the
strikers (his mornrng. Already some
of the men here feel more peaceful.
The main thing Is that there mustn't
be any blood shed until I bave had a
chance to make everybody see everything In a true light. You stopped
That
one attack on the stockade.
was fine!"
"It waa common sense."
"It was fine! Shall we start nowT
"Have you bad breakfast?"
"Some of the strikers will give me
a cup of coffee. That's all I need."
She smiled radiantly upon blm, and
went to the' door of the bouse.
"It's locked."
"Yes, I know."
Celestla raised her voice.
"You! without there! Open the

door!"
A stern voice answered her:
"Orders are to keep the door locked
and shoot anybody who tries to leave
the house,"

"What does It mean?"
"This, I think." said Tommy; "Kehr
If Celestla had had a square deal
He Is
from Kehr she might have reduced wants the stockade attacked.
will prevent the attack, and
the hostile feelinss of the strikers afraid I
to nothing and that you will prevent tbe defense. So
and the
up. Gunsdorf and
brought about peace In Hltunieii. But he's locked us both
of strikers are with blm
It was written that while she slept a committee will
make certain unreasoundly In the little house which hail now. They
He will refuse.
demands.
been set aside for her use, Kehr, who sonable
strike-breaker-

s

body being dragged away from tbe
door.
Tbe sentry didn't hesitate a moment He unlocked tbe door, flung It
open and leaped Into the hallway. He
was in time to aee Celestia's hele
bump over tbe threshold of tbe parlor
door as Tommy, half laughing and
half ashamed, dragged ber la from
the ball.
Tbe sentry leaped to the rearue of
those heela and their beautiful owner.
Tbe situation with which be found
himself confronted In the parlor waa
not, however, In the least what ha
expected.
Against the opposite wall stood the
female prisoner laughing. Tbe male
prisoner was nowhere to be aeen.
The gallant sentry's lower jaw
dropped and hung loosely.
Celestla atopped laughing and coma
a step forward, looking the sentry
squarely In the eyes. He bad been

CHAPTER XVII.
Once again as at the Octagon Ore,
Celestla and Tommy found themselves
In agreement.
Each was bent upon
saving life. Tommy told Celestla of
the fighting temper the strikers were
in. and Celestla told Tommy of Kehr's
preparations for making the defense
of the stockade a shambles of those
who should attack It. She told him.
too, how she had made a beginning of
softened hearts, but seeing that she
had been locked up she feared that
the softened hearts had owned up to
Kehr and been put where they could
do no mercy.
Tommy," she said, "they
"But
wouldn't be such fools as to attack In
brrad day, would they?"
"They aro very strong numerically,
and very weak In the head.
Their
cause Is Just enough, but they always
present It to notice In unjust ways.
Their every passion seems to them an
argument.
Labor Is Its own worst
enemy. What labor needs is friends,
friends of education and experience,
dispassionate men and women with
no ax to grind. If they succeed in
rushing this stockade and massacring
everybody In It, what earthly good
will It do them? None. And they
don't see It. They think capital will
be so frightened that It will simply
curl up Its toes and yield to their
every demand. Why, Celestla, there
are men In that town so Ignorant
you wouldn't believe It! There are
grown men over there who think
that all the forces of American capital
are Impounded In this stockade, and
that If these forces are scotched capital will no longer have anyone to
take up the glove for It. Gunsdorf'a a
wise old fellow. But be's not In this
game because he loves labor, but because he loves Ounsdorf. Carson Is
a fanatic an honest fanatic. Cracoanarchist. It's
wlti Is an
a pity, because fundamentally theirs
Is the side of Justice. I wish I could
hear what they are saying to old man
Kehr. I'm afraid It won't be a soothing interview for anyone."
"Tbey came with you?"
Tommy nodded.
"I begged tbem not to come, but
Ounsdorf would do It I think"
"What?"
"I think that If there Is an attack
on the stockade Gunsdorf doesn't want
to be mixed up In It technically. I
think he Intends to make Kehr so angry that Kehr will throw him and his
companions Into the lockup, white
flag and all. Gunsdorf's not returning at the given time, eleven o'clock
will be the signal for the attack: and
good Lord how the poor fools will be
slaughtered."
"If you could get to them, and tell
them about Ounsdorf."
"They might not believe me, but
If I could get to them I'd certainly

try It"

If You'vs Got Any tense You'll Get Out Before You
Blown Up."

"It's a Trap.

When they return to tbe town tbe attack will begin. And If they don't return to the town by eleven o'clock,
begin."
the attack
Celestla pondered this for a few
mlnutea. Then abe said:
"We'll need all our strength. Have
you bad breakfast?"
"I couldn't eat till I'd seen you and
you'd spoken to me."
Celcstia laughed and once more approached the door.
"How about breakfast?" she called.
"Orders are to supply breskfast on
demand."
"Can you make It breakfast for
two?"
"Certainly."
Ten mlnutea later the door was
opened, a steaming tray was slid
along the floor through the opening,
and the door was ouce more closed
and locked.
Almost In silence for they were both
very hungry, Celestla and Tommy ate
a hearty breakfast.

"He has no right to lock us up,"
said Celestla. "1 wonder how many
men are guarding this house?"
It was only a matter of momenta to
ascertain that there were only two.
"I've got an Idea," she said, "but 1
That woman put It
don't like it.
Into my head."
"What woman?"
"You know "
-Mrs. Gunsdorf?"
Celestla nodded.
"That man out In front," she said,
"is a human being. If be heard a
woman screaming for help, he would
try to help her, wouldn't he'"
"Celestla!"
"Oh, you mustn't be frightened,"
said Celestla coldly. "You will be
biding behind that door. When he
rushes In to save me, you will bsve to
seize him and keep him quiet until we
can get away. But you mustn't hurt
him."
"Suppose tbe other sentry comes,
too?"
"He won't hear. I'll only scream-- In
moderation."
Tommy laughed aloud, and Celestla.
forgetting about the Gunsdorf woman,
laughed, too.
The sentry who guarded the front
of the house heard a sound of shades
being drawn, and found tbat the room
to the left of the front door, bad, aa It
were, closed Its eyes. For a moment
the aentry smiled cynically. Then remembering the one glimpse he bad
had of Celestla, and ber wonderful
look of candor and Innocence, the
smile faded from his face, and Its
place was taken by an expression of
anxiety.
Just at that moment the
door knob was turned violently this
way and that, and as suddenly was
still again. Then the sentry heard a
woman's
voice a
voice a
voice, full of Tear and horror,
that half moaned and half said:
half-choke-

Then there was a sound of a heavy
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One He Interviewed
Man on Guard.

Every

warned not to look at her, but be
couldn't help himself.
"I hope you are not going to shoot
anybody with that gun."
"No, ma'am."
"Then put it down."
He did so.
"Come hero!"
He approached close to ber.
"Well you do me a favor?"
"Yes, ma'am." He bad to say it.
"Promise?"
"I want you to wait In this room in
the most comfortable cbalr and not
leave it for an hour. Will you do
that?"
The man was completely hypnotized.
"Come, Tommy," said Celestla.
They closed the parlor door after
them and slipped cautioualy out of
the house.
Hut there was no need of caution.
The platform along the stockade
was lined with Kehr's men, and tbe
attention of these waa engaged with
matters outside the stockade and be--

I

yond.
"By

George!" exclaimed Tommy.
"They must be expecting an attack."
They ran acrosa the open space to
the main gate of the stockade, and
were halted by a sentry. Fortunately
tbe pass word of the night before had
not been changed. Celestla gave It,
and asked the man to open the gate.
He had orders to let no one leave tbe
stockade.
He found himself looking Into a
pair of profound eyes, that somehow
or other seemed to muddle bis brain.
"You must open It for me."
He hesitated, then turned slowly,
and began to fumble with the somewhat complicated fastenings of the
gate. A few moments later Tommy
and Celestla were In the open.
About two hundred yards distant
waa the grove, surrounded by a stone)
wall, which Kehr had not raxed with
the rest of the timber. It waa swinging with men.
Celestla turned the color of ishea.
And without a word she darted toward the grove as fast aa she could
run, followed by Tommy.
Cries to stop reached them from tbe
top of the stockade, but they ran on.
"Shall I bring them down, sir?"
"No," said Kehr. "Damn them!"
His face was convulsed with rage
He saw Celestla
and disappointment.
spring to the top of the stone wall and
begin to speak, to the men who
swarmed In the grove. And his fury
knew no bounds. But mingled with
It was a cold streak of caution.
He
had but to make a certain signal with
his arm, and the men In that grove
and Celestla and Tommy and the
stone wall and the grove Itself would
fly hesvenward In one awful discharge
of dynamite; but that signal hs dared
not give.
"Listen to me," Celestla was crying,
"and believe me. You've got to believe mn. You think you are sheltered
here. Tbe whole grove Is mined. One
spark of electricity and you will all
be blown to pieces."
The men hestltated, and looked at
her tn wonder. Tommy came to ber
aid.
"Do you think Kehr would leave
this cover for your benefit? It's a
trip. If you've got any sense at all,
you'll get out before you are blown
out."
Kehr, watching from the stockade,
saw his victims beginning to escape.
They left the grove In twos and
threes, sullenly but not slowly. Celestla still atandlng on the top of the
wall Imd turned and faced the stockade, her hands on her hips.
So standing the sun shone full upon
ber, and she gleamed with a brightness and glory that seemed hardly to
belong to this earth.
Even Kehr was moved. True courage always moved him. And In bla
flinty heart there was a certain sense
of relief. It would have been horrlbla
to blow so many men to pieces doga
and fools though he honestly thought
them.
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
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Fort De Russy May Be Partially Restored

of Fort De Russy in Rock Creek park auffl.
the outlines of the parapet, ditch, bastions and other
features aa it stood during the Civil war may be an outcome of the O. A. R.
encampment here. Lieut George
Restoration

WASHINGTON.
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Best Rotation It a Three-Yea- r
Ona, Contlitlng of Corn, Which la to Ba Cut
and Removed Early Enough to Allow tha Ground to Ba Put Into Whaat,
Which la 8eedad With Clover.
(By W. MILTON KKI.I.Y)
The organic matter In aandy aolla Is
held in a more accessible form tor plant
food than any other soil. It does not
cruBt over and become hard, la warm
and eaay to wrk, will not get sticky
and adherti to tha farm machinery
when being worked, more of the land
can ba woiked with the same amount
of labor Mid It will bring the earliest
market urops of any kind of soil and
the wvrk may be done at times when
tt wiruld be difficult to work other land
n account of being wet and muddy.
When the land waa first cultivated
it yielded large and profitable crops
aud the common Idea waa that the
oil waa atrong and Inexhaustible, but
we have found out to our aorrow that
a loose aystem of cropping without
restoring the removed fertility has led
to soli ruin.
The question that confronts us Is
hjw to restore these lands to their
tormer atate of productiveness without paying out more than the landa
will be worth when we have accomplished our purpose.
la the first place the sand Itself contains but little real plant food, but
In the
sandy aoila we find
a large proportion of earth and the
sand fulfills the office of a sponge to
hold the water and plant food In a
form accessible for, the use of the
young rootlets of the plant to feed
I'pon, thus all of the plant food Is
made available so rapidly that the
oil soon becomes exhausted from too
heavy cropping.
The great question s how to supply
I
and keep up the organic matter In the
oil sufficient to produce crops. Plants
of heavy growth might bo sown and
plowed under for this purpose but
the leguminous plants to which clover
and cowpeas belong have so far given
better reaults, for the reason that
they draw largely from the air and
deposit In the soil valuable fertilising
elementa.
The beat rotation to adopt after
the land is again brought into use
will be a three years' rotation,
of corn which is to be cut
and removed early enough In fall to

allow the ground to be put Into wheat
which ia aeeded with clover. If the
clover crop can be pastured with
awlne or cattle and their droppings be
allowed to return to the soil It will be
more beneficial than to allow It to be
cut and removed for hay.
The clover sod may be plowed under In the fall and the following summer a crop of corn be cultivated and
when replowed for wheat after the
corn, it will require but little clover-see- d
to insure a vigorous stand, for
much of the clover aeed from the year
before will remain In the soil and
grow.
In applying manure to the rotation
on sandy soil, we have found It best

Uncle Sam Promotes the

Cutting Hay In Comfort.
to apply it aa a top dressing on the
clover seeding; for the reaaon that
the planta will take up the fertilizing
elementa and hold them in the soil
until auch time aa they are needed
for the crops that follow in the rotation, Instead of allowing them to leach
and wash away frcm the land. This
will also improve the texture and wa,
capacity of the soil.
All of the grain raised should be
fed out to live stock on the farm and
the manure returned to the soil, for
clover alone will not keep the soil up
forever unless it Is supplemented by
the use of other plant foods.
When we apply manure to the
clover we are getting the lever under
the very center of gravity of the farm.
If we lift the clover crop the whole
farm tomes up with 'it and produces
larger and more profitable crops.

SUNFLOWER DRINKS

Speculation

as to Amount of May Be Applied to Animals By
Moisture Consumed by Roots
Cheap Brush or Sprayed on
of Trees in Forests.
With Small Machine.

VARIOUS WAYS TO
KILL QUACK

GRASS

One Good Plan is to r-iLate
in Fait, T'us Exposing Plant
Roots to Frost.
There are many ays to destroy
noxious weeds and It seems as though
every farmer has a method of his own,
yet every farm seems to have enough
weed pests to Inst bim until all the
Varioua methods are tried out.
To kill quack grass Is some Job, yet
It can be done, and the very beat
method we have yet tried Is the following: I.ate fall plowing to expose the
roots to frost; cultivation the following summer, twice a week when the
ground waa dry up to September; the
following spring any extra plants
Which showed up were removed and
the field put Into corn; the following
spring the field was put into barley
and wheat. Bays a writer In an exchange. The method was thorough, aa
the weeda aeemed to be completely
eradicated
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(By C. C. t.IPP.)

Finn oil may usually be bought by
the barrel at uhout 46 cents per gallon
or In
lots at 60 centa per
gallon. It is a good repellent for flies
and similar Insects and may be used
in the following mixtures:
1. Fish oil, 3 parts; kerosene, 1 part
2. Fish oil, 100 parts: oil of tar 6J
parts; crude carbolic acid, 1 part.
3. Fish oil, 1
pints; kerosene, 1H
pints; resin, 1H pounds; laundry aoap,
2 cakea.
Mix thoroughly and add
enough water to make three gallons.
4. Fish oil, linseed oil or kerosene,
1 pint; coal tar dip, 1 pint; laundry
aoap,
bar; hot water, 16
pints. Mix thoroughly so aa to form
an emulsion.
Any of these mixtures may be applied thinly to the animals with such
a brush as can be purchaaed for ten
or fifteen cents, or they may be
r
aprayed on with a amall
auch aa can be purchaaed for 40 or 60
centa.
n

one-fourt-

hand-spraye-

MAKE IMPROVEMENT
IN POULTRY FLOCK
Of

Just as Much Importance to
Farmer as the Use of Pure
and Improved Seeds.

Just now the agricultural press and
the country publications, too, for that
matter, are calling everybody's attention to the importance of pure and
improved seeds. Poultry raisers, why
not take the hint and pay apeclal attention to Improving your flock of
fowla.
This la equally as important
as seed grain, if not more ao, for
there la a mighty difference between
the dunghill kind kept by too many
kind kept by too
and the gradod-ufew.

Dining Car Chefs have found a baking powder exactly tutted
K C and you will find It lust as well suited to
your requirement. K C Is really a blend of two baking powders,
one active as toon at moistened, the other requiring both moisture and heat to start the generation of leavening gas. No matter
how moist and rich you make your cake, K C Baking Powder will
sustain the raiie until a crutt is formed and all danger of falling;
Is past.

to their needs In

K C Baking Powder It pure and healthful. It Is guaranteed
under all pure food laws, and It guaranteed to pteate you. And It
Is sold at a reasonable price no baking powder should tell tot more.
M
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NUISANCE

Judge's Retort 8et Courtroom Laughing and Gave Lawyer Something
encouraged
big
family
ahould
be
of
members
his
REALIZATION that the
to Think About.
to live more in the open air aeems to have come suddenly to Uncle Bam,
for he has done more, perhaps, in the past twelve months to stimulate and
City Magistrate Krotel, who Is noted
movement
encourage the
for a characteristic brand of dry huthan in any other equal period of time.
mor, occasionally manifested in utFirst came the bid for a greater recreterances from the bench, turned a
ational use of the national forests,
cruel shaft loose upon a pestiferous
office
general
has
land
now
the
and
young attorney thia week, to the sucompleted a sale, without precedent,
preme enjoyment of a crowded courton
villas
the
especially
for
of sites
room,
says the New York correspondlake
banks of the beautiful Flathead
The
ent of the Cincinnati Times-Star- .
In Montana.
young attorney waa prosecuting In a
To attract larger numbers of vacase where the maintaining of a nuicationists to the vast forests owned by
The rulings of
sance was alleged.
the government, the forest service seMagistrate Krotel did not please htm.
cured legislation that permita the leas
ing of sites for summer homes for as many aa 30 years for merely nominal His numerous objections became peryour honor
rentals. This arrangement, which went Into effect last spring, makes worth sistently controversial. "If
not presaid,
would
pleases,"
he
"I
In
already
greatly
and
Improvements,
has
of
substantial
erection
while the
court
honorable
sume
to
the
Instruct
In
in
persons
sojourning
the
forests
tbesummer
creased the number of
e
tracta are pour in a question of law, but I am Impelled
season. In many of the forests applications to lease
presing In, and dwellings from simple log cabins to pretentious homes are to observe that I doubt In the
ent case only, of course If the court
springing up In mountain glens and by river banks and lake shore.
In order to determine Just what the forests present in the way of at properly conceives of what constitutes
tractive sites for summer homes and facilities for boating, bathing, fishing, a nuisance." mistaken, sir," was
the re"You are
mountain climbing and other outing activities, the forest service is now
making a recreational survey of the domains over which It has control and sponse from the bench. "This court
will list and publish the data aa rapidly aa possible. Now, It is realized, has never had a more clear or exemnuimost of the applicants for cottage sites are persons who happen to be fa plary Idea of what constitutes a
miliar with the forests. When the data now being collected are available, sance than in the present case atInthea
And for that,
souls who long for the woods but have ne'lther the present time.
however,
means nor the time to make long searches for satisfactory sites will be able measurable way, the court thanks you,
sir."
to choose Just about what they wish without stirring from their doors.
,
Poor Fathar.
diDispute Ernest P. Blcknell, the national
on Ham Cooked in Ink to
rector of the American Red Cross, was
talking In New York about the splenyears two prominent Washington men have quarreled over
did work that his organization Is doing
FOR four whether a ham cooked in ink Is better than one cooked the
in In Belgium.
champagne. The champion of the
ham is Frank Conger, former
"We are supplying the Belgians," he
postmaster here. The champagne side said, "with $12,000,000 worth of food
argument
was
of the gastronomic
a month. We are also supplying food
taken by "Tony" Richardson, a local to the inhabitants of Poland, whom
real estate man,
Germany has taken .over.
The other day an experiment took
"We have a good deal to do, eh? We
place at "Shoemakers,"
retreat of are like the father who said:
statesmen, artists, publicists, and lit" 'At last, at last. I've got my five
erary lights. Prof. "Gus" Noack, ana- daughters
Now to put
off my hands.
lytical chemist, waa called In as ex my
on their feet.' "
live
pert. Eight quarts of each liquid were
used. Mr. Noack arranged the gas
ONLY A FEW PIMPLES
stove and made sure that the ink man
bad not substituted grape Juice,
"Of course," said Mr. Conger, "I do not maintain that the Ink adda to the But Many More May Come If You
delectable flavor of the ham. But neither does the champagne. I would not
Neglect Them. Try Cuticura Free.
advlae epicures to drink the ink In which the ham is cooked. But I will eat
Cuticura Soap and Ointment are
the bam cooked In the ink to prove that no part of the Ink substance Is absorbed by the ham In cooking, and that the man who has been Jollying himmost effective In clearing the skin of
self with the idea that he obtaina a champagne flavor from ham cooked in pimples, blackheads, redness, roughchampagne is merely working his Imagination overtime and ought to be a ness, itching and Irritation as well as
freeing the scalp of dandruff, dryness
war correspondent and not a chef or bon vlvant."
persons present and itching, besides satisfying every
At five o'clock the hams were cut and about seventy-fivpartook of the meat, nobody knowing which he ate. The advocate of tho want of the toilet and nursery.
champagne-cooke- d
Sample each free by mall with Book.
ham waa aaked to pasa Judgment He Insisted be could
taste a bare flavor of champagne, but admitted that he bad not tasted Ink. Address postcard, Cut.'cura, Dept. Y,
Adv.
So be decided for himself, and Professor Noack handed Mr. Conger a bill Boston. Sold everywhere.
for eight quarts of champagne under the terms of the wager.
Easy Enough.
"My father has to work awful hard.
has to get up early every mornAttire, Runs
Newton, in
Shovel He
ing to see that all the clerks are
there attending to their work," said
way of "breaking ground" for the construction of a
little Claire.
THE modern
building was shown at Eighteenth and F streets when Byron R.
"Oh, my papa doesn't," aald her
Newton; assistant secretary of the treasury, officiated at the beginning of
"You see, he's one of the
hum.
the excavation for the new home of
lerks."
department.
the Interior
The assistant secretary didn't pick
How Did 8he?
op a shovel and turn a bit of earth In
'You can't tell me that woman be
way. Instead Mr.
the
lieved your story about being a gen
Newton, who was clad In a Palm Beach
tleman in reduced circumstarces,"
uit and a spotless pair of canvas
said one weury hobo.
shoes, climbed aboard the high plat"Yes she did. She told me so. '
form of a huge and greasy steam
"How did she come to give you a
wire which
shovel and pulled
knife to eat your pie with then?"
dropped several hundred pounds of
wagon.
dirt Into a waiting
Ten smiles for a nickel. Alwavs bur Red
He waa photographed in the midst
Cromi Unit Blur;
have beautiful, clear
of this hazardous task and when he clambered down it waa ascertained white clothes. Adv.
he had moved about the greasy interior of the big steam shovel without getAfter all, the chief difference be
ting so much aa a speck on his ault or shoes.
The building, when complete, will cost approximately f3.000.000, which tween men and roosters Is that men
la more than a
under the limit aet by congress. It will house all do their crowing during the day.
branches of the Interior department and will be a magnificent elghi-atoLife Is tiresome enough without vis
stxiMtur
iting your relatives.
five-acr-

city-boun- d
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FISH OIL MIXTURE
MUCH WATER DAILY
A GOOD REPELLENT Feast

Some sections of the Kant have had
more rain than was needed recently
In fact, the torrential precipitation has
brought a plague of Insect pests Into
the gardens. Hut there Is another mat
ter to be taken Into consideration, and
that Is the enormous amount of water
absorbed by plants. On a warm day It
baa been demonstrated that more than
a quart of water enters the roots of
the unassuming sunflower of medium
size. This opens for speculation the
number of thousands of gtillnns of a
ter that the roots of the forest absorb
Tho root porforms a threefold func
tion. First It anchors the plant, then
it auppliea the conduit for the water
that la needed for the stem, and it at
tracts the liquid nourishment.

Out-of-Do-

as

I

Those who have had cakes ruined by jarring the
stove, slamming the oven door or a heavy footstep, may
have wondered how the dining car chef can turn out such
marvelous biscuits, hot breads and pastry when his oven
is being incessantly jarred and jolted and shaken by the
motion of the train.
To get pastry to raise and stay raised under these con
ditions, a baking powder must be used that continues to give off
until the dough Is
its leavening gas that ttutain the rat

A

d

g

old-tim- e

vis

Baking Powder

Can-Roun-

of Manassas, Va., who was
designated to arrange for the reopensignal stations
ing of the
during the encampment, wrote to the
board of control of Rock Creek park
requesting permission to open a station at Fort Do Russy. Certain Improvements were necessary before
this alte could be utilized and Lieutenant Round proposed that they be
made with a view to permanently pre
serving the fort. In addition to other
things, Lieutenant Round proposed that the present roadway up the fort hill
be extended to encircle the entire fort outalde the ditch and that sufficient
brush be cleared away to ahow the landacape to passing visitors in car"crow's nest" or
riages and automobiles. He suggested that an
signal station be built In one of the tallest trees near the fort and be preserved as a feature of the Jubilee encampment of the O. A. R.
Lieutenant Round bad signal stations In operation during the encampment at Soldiers' Home, Fort Stevens, Georgetown Heights, Fort Richardson
and Fairfax Seminary south of the Potomac.
Concerning the appropriateness of permanently preserving Fort De
Russy, he stated: "I respectfully submit that Fort De Russy la one of the
most interesting objects in the park and could easily be made a particularly
picturesque feature. It must be about the highest point In the park. It waa
the most prominent fort in the line of fortifications which confronted General
Early'a Confederate army which attacked Washington in 1864, much stronger
in natural position and range than Fort Reno on its left and Fort Stevens on
Iti right. But for Fort De Ruasy, Early'a veterans in gray would no doubt
have entered Washington by the Rods Creek valley."
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Settle

sona-ln-la-

Picked a Real American Name.
A somewhat unpatrlotlo IitUe son

CURED OF BRIGHT'S DISEASE.
Mrs. A. U Crawford, Medfleld.
Mass., writes: "Dodd's Kidney Pills
cured me of Brlght's Disease, and I
and
am healthy and strong
have been blessed
with good health ever
since my cure. Whea
S V the doctors pronoun
ced my case Bright'!
Disease I waa In such
a serious condition
that they could not
do anything for me.
I kept getting worse. My limbs from
my ankles to my knees swelled and
my .eyes were so swollen that I
couldn't see. As a last hope I though?
I would give Dodd's Kidney Pills
trial. I gradually Improved and kept
on taking them and they cured me
,
thoroughly."
Dodd's Kidney Pills, SOo per box at
your dealer or Dodd's Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Dodd's Dyspepsia Tablets for Indigestion have been proved.
10c per box. Adv.
y

r.

r

Pitiless.
"Some men have no hearts," said
the tramp. "I've been
that
feller I am so dead broke that I have
to sleep outdoors."
"Didn't that fetch him?" asked tha
other.
"Nuw. He told me he was
the
same thing, and- had to pay the doctor
for tcllln' him to do It" Christian
Register.
The Proper Weapon.
"I'd like to drive that old miser to
terms."
"Then why not use a screwdriver?"
Time magnifies our good deeds and
diminishes most of our naughty ones.

e

Spotless

Steam

n

ot

Italy, twelve yeara old, came to his
teacher In the public school and asked
if he could not have his name
changed.
"Why do you wish to change your
name?" the teacher asked.
"I want to be an American. I live
in America now."
"What American name would yon
like to have?"
"I have It here," he said, handing
the teacher a dirty scrap of paper on
which was written "Patrick Dennlf
McCarty."
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Certain-teed- i

Roofing

The ruarantre of S. 10 or IS nan (or 1. for
pir yriam-m- a
u backed br the Urmt
Koofnmuud buiklluf raw Mill in the world.
TM ronflne tins aHven excllrato-rvl- r
on all
claMeftof buiMinva for year a tut year. It
cmt leaand eivea a better aervic th;tn metal
rooline, wood Rhinelea. and many other type
of routine. Cmrtain-tmrn- d
Ronfs all om thf
country are outliving Uie penud of thefuar
antce.
All Cfrtntn-t- J
products are reasonable
prlca. Al& yuur dealer.
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General Roofing Manufacturing Co.
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Finds Luikart ready to serve as never before and to meet every requirement of your
FALL AND WINTER SHOPPING

E
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Ladies Suits

Newest Fashions in

.

Ladies Coats

Ladies Skirts

Every few' day we receive New Suits We have just received many New Coats We are showing a beautiful line of Novelty
from New York and the way the la- - in the fancy materials and black plush, gjjjj fJf ,adie8' in the BtPe and
"
We are showing a large assortment of La- - dies of Clovis and surrounding country We have devoted more time to this de- $4.75 to $8 75
Part,ment thw fa tha.n evr before, and
dies Dresses in Serges. Serge Combination.
buvin these suits we know that we
have ome excephonally good values Also a complete line of plain Serges. Poplins
Silk Poplin. Messaline, Taffeta and Crepe de
.
we
howing
than
show
we
better
to
are
you. Our prices will convince and Gabardines. Priced at ...
values
Chene, in Navajo, Atrican Brown, Green.
most
the
They
are
conservative shopper that we
before.
offered
have
ever
$2.75 up to $10.00
Black and Plum. These are made in the
have
the
best
merchandise at the low- coming
in
,.,
good
very latest styles and are exceptionally
made in the latest styles and
e,t
Coats
at
.
Prlcei1.
.
values. Priced at
all the popular colors. Prices ranging.
Iir

I orltoc LTeSSeS
ftVaccac
L,aUie$

P's.

$4.75 uP to $19.75

AlU.O

:

Kimonas

faiesr

$4.75 to $30.00

tO $3U.UU

Plaid and
brown and blue Plaids.

Childrens Coats

Miiks

Crepe Kimonas in pink, light blue and an
assortment of fancy colors. Also a nice line
patterns
of Silk Kimonas in Japanese
Priced at

Girls, Misses and Ladies Middies, coming in
plain white and with red and blue trimming,
A complete line of sizes. Priced from

$1.25 to $8.75

50c to $1.00

.

white

We are showing a complete line of Childrens
Coat8 in black plugh and clotn cutg al nicey
trimmed in fur or velvet. Ages three to

.

fourteen.

Priced at

$2.00 to $8.50

Pried at

8t,e 'at

Waists in
......

AcomPiet.

$2.50

-

ffSYnJ offtk finifhedaid'priced
$1.00 to $1.25

Prompt Attention
Given

WE PAY POSTAGE

'

cJTJ

a88ortme"t of

ORDER BY MAIL

I

V aists

IL

'

:

All Mail Orders!
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Christian Church

There will b3 no evening service at the Lyceum Sunday, the
Pastor being out of town.
The Sunday School will commence promptly at 10 followed
by Communion Service at 11 a. m.
All young people are urged to be
present at the Christian Endeavor Society at 6:30. Important
business.

I

DIAMOND

Episcopal Ghurch

1)0 YOU REALIZE
that the man who

saves-

-

nothing is

like a horse on a treadmill ?

Despite all his labors each year finds
him just where he was the year before.
Get out of the treadmill and place
your feet upon the road to Success
by opening a BANK ACCOUNT.
We Pay 4 per

cent Interest on Time Deposits,

Glovis National Bank
"THE BANK THAT ACC0M0DA1ES"

Give Liquor to Prisoner
B. F. Davis was arrested Tuesday, charged with giving liquor
to a prisoner in the county jail.
Undef the New Mexico statutes
the crime is a felony.

IR,

O.

Greene

the

popular

i'udahy salesman was in the city
the first of the calling on the
trade.

(Rev. D. A. Sanford, Pastor)
Bishop Howden, from Albu
querque will be here Sunday.
Services at 11 a. m. and 730 p.
m. There will be confirmation
at the morning service, followed
by sermon and holy communion.
A cordial invitation is given to
all.

$2200 for Half Section
William Coil, of Greenfield,
Oklahoma, purchased 320 acres
of unimproved land Wednesday
for a consideration of $2200.00.
The land is 13 miles northwest
of Clovis. Ramey and Wilkinson made the deal.

JEWELRY
WATCHES
CUT GLASS
CLOCKS
SILVERWARE
NOVELTIES
PARISIAN IVORY

Mersfelder Child Dead
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Mersfelder

have the sympathy of the entire
community over the death of
their infant son, who died last
Monday.
The child has been
sick for some time and its death
was not unexpected.

Elks Ball on 19th

The opening ball in the new
Elks Auditorium will be held on
the 19th. The building is being
Card of Thanks
floored with the best grade of
We desire to thank our kind flooring and will be completed
friends and neighbors, who bo by the end of the week in time
greatly assisted us during the for the big hop. Music will be
illness and death of our son.
furnished by the Richard and
May God bless you.
Pringle Minstrel Orchestra and
E. T. Jernigan and family. no admission will be charged.
Everybody is invited.
H. C. Herby
tendered his
Mrs. Pattie H. Holland returnresignation as manager of the ed last week from an extended
Harvy News stand Tuesday.
visit throughout the east

Quick Service, Right Prices
Courteous Treatment
We Want Your Business

E. T. Jernigan & Go.
Jewelers and Santa Fe Watch Inspectors

I

